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Abstract
Tissue engineering is an emerging means for resolving the problems of tissue repair and organ replacement in regenerative medicine. Insufficient supply of nutrients and oxygen to cells in large-scale tissues has led to the demand to prepare
blood vessels. Scaffold-based tissue engineering approaches are effective methods to form new blood vessel tissues. The
demand for blood vessels prompts systematic research on fabrication strategies of vascular scaffolds for tissue engineering.
Recent advances in 3D printing have facilitated fabrication of vascular scaffolds, contributing to broad prospects for tissue
vascularization. This review presents state of the art on modeling methods, print materials and preparation processes for fabrication of vascular scaffolds, and discusses the advantages and application fields of each method. Specially, significance and
importance of scaffold-based tissue engineering for vascular regeneration are emphasized. Print materials and preparation
processes are discussed in detail. And a focus is placed on preparation processes based on 3D printing technologies and
traditional manufacturing technologies including casting, electrospinning, and Lego-like construction. And related studies
are exemplified. Transformation of vascular scaffolds to clinical application is discussed. Also, four trends of 3D printing
of tissue engineering vascular scaffolds are presented, including machine learning, near-infrared photopolymerization, 4D
printing, and combination of self-assembly and 3D printing-based methods.
Keywords Tissue engineering · 3D printing · Vascular scaffolds · Print materials · Modeling methods

Introduction
One of the main challenges in preparation of large-size
tissues is the supply of nutrients to cells [1]. Usually
diffusion-driven nutrients and oxygen cannot be adequately
obtained by cells [2]. Blood vessels provide channels for
nutrient transport and metabolism of tissues and organs [3].
And vascular-related diseases are one of the main causes
of death. Vascular regeneration is defined as regeneration of
blood vessels to restore the structure and function of damaged
tissues and organs, which is a promising method to treat these
diseases [4, 5]. Current methods for vascular regeneration
consist of implantation of tissue-engineered vascular grafts,
placement of stents, surgical bypass grafting, angioplasty
and implantation of non-biodegradable conduits [6]. Vessels
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rebuilding is commonly involved in vascular regeneration,
aiming to fabricate biologically functional and structural vessels from endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, stem cells,
bioactive molecules, biomaterials and corresponding cell
aggregates or spheroids [7]. Methods for vessels rebuilding
include fabrication of vascular scaffolds, decellularization of
vessels, fabrication of self-assembly vascular grafts and subsequent vessel maturation processes such as the utilization
of vessel-reactors and introduction of culture additives [6,
8]. Demand for vascular grafts increases year by year. However, vascular tissues with a given shape and function cannot
be achieved by conventional autologous implantation and
allograft transplantation [9, 10]. Scaffold-based tissue engineering technology provides solutions to this problem [11].
Vascular scaffolds are reconstructed by modeling and preparation to guide cell adhesion and proliferation and formation
of new blood vessels [12]. And scaffolds are completely
degraded after angiogenesis [13].
Physiological structures of blood vessels in human bodies
are complex, usually with heterogeneous, porous, and permeable properties [11]. Traditional manufacturing technology
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may fail to recapitulate the vascular physiology. For example,
the resolution of micromolding is low [14], and the formed
scaffolds sometimes lack cell binding sites [15]. Moreover,
the cross section of flow channels of scaffolds prepared by
soft lithography is usually rectangular [16]. Besides, there are
a lack of control on blood vessel geometry and organization
by self-assembly [2] and a lack of cell infiltration in scaffolds
by decellularized methods [17, 18]. 3D printing technology
is an additive manufacturing technology, providing a tool for
recapitulation of the vascular physiology. Based on a specified path, discrete units of print materials can be stacked into
3D structures by 3D printing. With the rapid development of
3D printing technology, complex vascular scaffolds can be
prepared by determining print materials, improving printing
devices and optimizing printing processes. Print materials
are cell-friendly, biocompatible, and degradable [19–21].
Hydrogel materials, such as alginate hydrogel [22], gelatin
[23], and methylated gelatin (GelMA) [24], are widely used
in 3D printing due to their good crosslinking and biocompatible properties. Different print materials match corresponding
3D printing processes.
In view of the importance and urgent needs of blood
vessels as well as the development of 3D printing technology, the topic of 3D printing of vascular scaffolds for
tissue engineering has become a hot research direction.
Increasing researchers from engineering, materials science,
and life sciences start and devote to make contributions
in this field. A recent Web of Science search for either
the topic of 3D printing and tissue engineering and scaffold and artery/arteriole/capillary/vein/venule, or the topic
of 3D printing and tissue engineering and scaffold and blood
vessel/vascular tissue engineering excluding the topic of
artery/arteriole/capillary/vein/venule, returns over 150,000
publications in each of the latest three years. And the number
of articles published has increased year by year (Fig. 1).
Overall, 3D printing technology has been used in scaffoldbased tissue engineering. Several reviews have been reported
with vascular tissue engineering strategies based on 3D printing [25–28]. However, to our knowledge, there is a lack of
a systematic introduction about feasibility of the 3D printed
scaffolds for vascular regeneration, modeling, print materials, and preparation processes to this specific field. The
present study focuses on existing modeling methods and
commonly used 3D printing technologies for fabrication of
vascular scaffolds, and systematically discusses the feasibility, modeling methods, print materials, and preparation
methods involved in the whole process of fabrication of vascular scaffolds. Print materials and 3D printing technologies
are discussed in detail, and related technologies including
casting, electrospinning and Lego-like construction are used
as complement to illustrate methods of 3D printing of vascular scaffolds. Specially, a comparison between scaffold-based
and scaffold-free approaches is presented to highlight the
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Fig. 1 The statistics data from Web of Science for either the
topic of 3D printing and tissue engineering and scaffold and
artery/arteriole/capillary/vein/venule, or the topic of 3D printing and
tissue engineering and scaffold and blood vessel/vascular tissue engineering excluding the topic of artery/arteriole/capillary/vein/venule.
Data were retrieved in the past 10 years

significance of scaffold-based tissue engineering for vasculatures. And transformation of vascular scaffolds to clinical
productivity is also discussed. Future directions for 3D printing of vascular scaffolds are also presented.

Signiﬁcance and importance
of scaﬀold-based tissue engineering
Usual substitutes to tissues and organs are autograft and allograft. However, frequent symptoms of disease recurrence
and immunological rejection limit the extensive clinical
application of these technologies. The emergence of tissue
engineering technology makes an amazing supplement to
these substitutes. This is due to the conquerable defects of
insufficient donors and immune response. There are usually
two methods for vascular tissue engineering: scaffold-based
and scaffold-free approaches [6]. Compared to scaffold-free
methods (e.g., decellularization methods [29]), scaffoldbased strategy can direct cell colonization and proliferation
through a pathway [12]. As we all know, 3D printing technology has made significant progress in the past decades. Based
on the idea of discrete stacking, scaffolds with complex features (e.g., graded materials, multiscale porous structures) are
easily manufactured using 3D printing technology. Reasonably, increasing researches about biofabrication are adopted
with the interdisciplinary technology of 3D printing and
scaffold-based tissue engineering [25–27]. And a series of
gratifying advances are achieved in vascular tissue engineering [11]. But many directions have been focused on in vitro
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vascular tissue engineering [25]. A possible meaningful innovation is angiogenesis and vasculogenesis in vivo [30–32].
The following discussion reviews the interesting and important subject of feasibility of 3D printed vascular scaffolds
to form new blood vessel tissues in vivo. On the basis,
scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering is introduced. And
a comparison between the scaffold-based and scaffold-free
approaches is presented to emphasize the advantages of 3D
printing of vascular scaffolds for vasculatures.

Feasibility of 3D printed scaffolds to form new blood
vessel tissues in vivo
Generally, cellular composition of blood vessel tissues
includes endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts [8], distributed in blood vessels from inside to outside,
respectively. Different distributions of the three types of cells
contribute to diversified physiology structures of blood vessels. As shown in Fig. 2, blood vessels are composed of artery,
arteriole, capillary, vein, and venule. Both arteries and veins
are made up of tunica externa, tunica media, tunica intima,
and endothelium. In contrast, structures of venules and arterioles are relatively simple. A similar structure between
them is endothelium. Arterioles also contain tunica media
and basal lamina, and tunica externa is a composition of
venules. Capillaries are constituted of fenestrated and continuous structures, comprising endothelial cells and basal
lamina. Among them, the range of diameter of capillaries is
5–10 μm, and vein is 20–3000 μm, and diameter of arteries
is 30–2500 μm [11]. Due to the prevalence of vascular diseases and the shortage of vascular organs, blood vessels are
investigated to make a solution to meet demand. Tissue engineering and organ engineering are promising technologies to
solve the shortages of donor organs. The regeneration of vascular networks is essential for successful engineered tissues
or organs. Decellularization methods, using decellularized
extracellular matrix as inducible biomaterials, were proven
to be an effective way to form new blood vessels in vivo
[29]. Although decellularization methods have been used on
different types of tissues or organs, they have been limited
to fabrication of simple tissues. Besides, limited sources and
batch-to-batch variability also hinder the application of this
method [11]. Are there other technologies to achieve the same
function? Scaffold-based tissue engineering may be an alternative solution. 3D printing technology advances the field of
tissue engineering. To supplement and enrich the approaches
of vascularization in vivo, it is necessary to discuss the feasibility of scaffold-based methods.
Almost all blood vessels are of hierarchical structures [8].
It is feasible to prepare a graded hierarchical structure by 3D
printing. Scaffold-based fabrication provides rational spatial
distribution for vascular cells by providing growth microenvironments for cell propagation and guiding cell adhesion,
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localization, and colonization [11, 25, 28]. Besides, stimulation cues regulate cell growth [33]. The biochemical cues can
be obtained by surface coating of scaffolds or products after
degradation [34, 35]. The biophysical cues (e.g., hardness,
strain, hydrostatic pressure, shear stress, cyclic stress, and
surface topology) can be given directly by scaffolds or with
the help of external fields [36, 37]. And there are some aspects
that need to be characterized to ensure the feasible scaffolds
for cell growth: i) evaluate shape and aperture of scaffolds by
microscopy techniques [38]; ii) determine the porosity by the
liquid replacement method [39]; iii) evaluate the mechanical
properties including elastic modulus, breaking strength, and
compliance and so on through the corresponding experiments
[40]; iv) evaluate the degradability by calculating the percentage of their residual mass after degradation [19]; v) evaluate
the biocompatibility by combining microscopy techniques
and histological staining [41]. After that, formation of blood
vessels is achieved by cell culture with the appropriate regulation of biochemical and biophysical cues. Subsequently,
scaffolds are fully degraded in vivo [13]. The ultimate goal
is to implant vascular scaffolds in bodies. However, difficult
anastomosis between engineered blood vessels by decellularization methods and corresponding blood vessels in bodies is
often encountered in animal experiments and clinical cases
[15, 42], because hierarchical structures of blood vessels
make it difficult for artificial vascular grafts to match vascular anatomy. This problem leads to poor patency of blood
vessels and some complications in bodies [4]. It is feasible
to create a 3D printed scaffold to fit vascular anatomy to
improve host vasculature to sprout or facilitate anastomosis between the engineered blood vessels and corresponding
host vasculatures. Specially, biochemical cues about target
vascular anastomosis can be integrated in scaffolds. With the
advancement of precision medicine and imaging technology,
precise implantation is expected to be realized.
While scaffold-based tissue engineering methods are
theoretically feasible and reasonable, there are still some
insurmountable problems limited by current 3D printing
technology. The smaller and more various the blood vessel diameter, the higher the requirements for 3D printing
processes and equipment. Usually, integrated technologies
of 3D printing and other technologies ((e.g., casting, electrospinning, Lego-like construction, post-treatment technology)
contribute to the preparation of complex and high-precision
scaffolds. It is envisaged that fabrication of micron-sized vascular scaffolds is quite easy in future. Another problem is
the damage generated from surgical resection to transplantation. Minimally invasive treatment is a trend in clinical
surgery. In recent years, increased intraoperative printing and
intravital printing have been reported [43, 44]. Using these
technologies, a scaffold in vivo can be directly formed by
injection of bioinks or biomaterial inks followed by 3D printing. Overall, scaffold-based methods are at pre-experimental
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of organization and hierarchical structures of blood vessels. Blood vessels consist of artery, arteriole, capillary, vein, and
venule that span the scale from a few microns to a few millimeters

stages. With the expansion of biomaterials, the development of 3D printing-based rapid prototyping methods, the
precise positioning of image recognition technology and further investigation of vascular physiology and anatomy, 3D
printed scaffolds to form new blood vessel tissues in vivo are
expected to achieve widely clinical application.

Scaffold-based tissue engineering to create
a scaffold for a vasculature
As we discussed above, it is feasible to fabricate vasculature
scaffolds by 3D printing to form new blood vessel tissues
in vivo. However, it is not easy to create a scaffold for a vasculature. Fabrication strategies of scaffold-based tissue engineering for vascular regeneration by 3D printing are shown
in Fig. 3 [11]. First, vascular scaffold models are created
through parametric modeling or microcomputed tomography (micro-CT)/magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based
3D reconstruction [45–47]. Subsequently, based on biomaterial inks or bioinks, scaffolds are prepared by combining
print materials [20] and 3D printing-based technologies (e.g.,
integrated technologies of 3D printing and casting or electrospinning or Lego-like construction) [48–50]. As a proof of
concept, properties of scaffolds (e.g., interconnectivity, configuration, biomechanical and biochemical properties) are
characterized to confirm functional requirements [36]. The
point to emphasize here is that material properties of stiffness,
compliance, biocompatibility, and degradability play a key
role in blood vessel formation [33]. After addition of bioactive substances for cell growth, tissue formation is guided by
prepared scaffolds, accompanying with suitable degradation
of scaffolds in vitro and in vivo [51, 52].
Most approaches of scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering involve vascular cells [25]. During this process, two

interaction modes are presented between vascular cells and
scaffolds. One is scaffolds load with cells, and the other is
scaffolds with cell seeding [22, 53]. As a saying goes, “every coin has two sides”. The mode of cell-laden scaffolds
presents a better spatial positioning for cells than scaffolds
with cell seeding [54]. But limited materials [20] and harsh
preparation processes [48–50] prevent the popularization of
this method. Moreover, scaffolds with cell seeding contribute
to the diversity of new blood vessel tissues. Another method
is to directly implant a cell-free scaffold into a body to induce
the formation of blood vessels [17]. More strict requirements on cell-free scaffolds are required. For blood vessel
formation, a common method is in vitro culture followed by
surgical implantation in bodies [11]. In particular, bioreactors [51, 52] help cell culture and tissue formation. A difficult
problem of this scheme is the fusion between implanted
organs and human tissues after implantation [15, 42]. And
the immune response [4, 5] in bodies is waiting to be resolved
after scaffold implantation.
This tissue engineering strategy is faced with many challenges. To begin with, xenogeneic cells are not friendly
enough for bodies, but insufficient source of autologous vascular cells limits widespread clinical applications [9, 10].
Secondly, bioinks are required to be friendly to both printing
processes and 3D cell culture [21]. Moreover, the forming
accuracy of scaffolds and the influence of forming processes
on cells are necessary for in-depth investigations. Besides,
there are also problems with cell culture and tissue formation processes [11, 13, 55, 56]. What are the optimal culture
conditions for vascular cell proliferation, migration, differentiation, and tissue formation? How to regulate the growth
of vascular cells after preparation of scaffolds? How to match
the degradation rate of scaffolds with the rate of formation
of new vascular tissues? How to make new blood vessels
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram
showing the fabrication
strategies of scaffold-based
tissue engineering by 3D
printing for vascular
regeneration. A preparation
process of vascular scaffolds
includes four stages before cell
culture: 3D modeling,
preparation of print materials,
manufacturing processes, and
characterization of scaffolds. 3D
printing-based manufacturing
processes can be used for
fabrication of complex vascular
scaffolds

integrate with the body to form connected blood vessel networks to promote metabolism and nutrient delivery? And
this tissue engineering strategy involves many engineering
technologies and life science technologies. To engage in this
field requires a wide range of knowledge. Sometimes, urgent
surgical rehearsals and transplant operations require rapid
preparation of personalized vascular grafts. Standardized and
generalized preparing methods and the evaluation criteria
regarding scaffolds and new blood vessels need to be established to benefit researchers from different fields.

Comparison between the scaffold-based
and scaffold-free approaches
The mechanism of scaffold-free approaches is based on the
bottom-up self-assembly of cell sheets, cell spheroids and tissue strands [1]. Cells and growth factors are placed on matrix
materials, or injected into tissues in situ. Tissues are formed
by fusion and maturation of cell sheets or cell spheroids or
tissue strands, accompanied by the deposition of corresponding extracellular matrix (ECM). Among them, preparations
of blood vessels are usually based on the assembly of cell
spheroids and cell sheets [6]. The cell sheets were formed by
culturing a monolayer of cells on the surface of petri dishes
coated with materials. And building blocks of cell spheroids
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were prepared in anti-adhesion wells to form vascularized
tissues [57]. Compared with cell sheets, simple formation
of cell spheroids contributes to more methods of creation.
Usually, there are three methods for the formation, including microfluidics, spheroids on matrices, and hanging drop
techniques [57]. Cell spheroids can be directly formed on patterned matrices [58]. In microfluidic methods, cell spheroids
are formed by fabricating channels with different structures
to manipulate fluids [59]. Besides, hanging-drop approach
by inverting cell-seeding plates is another feasible method
[60]. Both matrices and microchannels can be fabricated
by 3D printing-based methods [1, 61]. Although scaffoldfree approaches are also advancing, there are inescapable
aspects in vascularized tissue engineering, where scaffoldbased methods are better than the scaffold-free methods.
As we introduced, 3D positioning of cells in hierarchical
structures directly affects the formation of new blood vessels. However, it is difficult to place cells in appropriated
position of cell spheroids, cell sheets or tissue strands by
scaffold-free methods, leading to poor simulation of hierarchical distribution of cells. 3D printing-based technologies
overcome the defect by loading cells in bioinks or fabricating
regulatable adhesion sites on scaffolds. Moreover, although
the interaction between cells in scaffold-free approaches
provides analogical physiological conditions compared to
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complex tissues, these physiological environments are generally uncontrollable and highly variable, leading to unattainable standardized mass production. In contrast, controllable
growth microenvironments for cell growth can be created by
3D printing-based integrated technologies. For instance, a
smooth inner surface for improving blood compatibility and
formation of endothelial cell monolayers was prepared by
3D printing technologies [62]. This builds the prerequisite
for customized preparation of artificial grafts fitting physiological properties of blood vessels.
And there is doubt about sufficient mechanical properties
of tissue structures provided by the scaffold-free approaches.
Moreover, the mechanical properties of building blocks of
cell spheroids may cause cell damage during cell assembly.
Using scaffold-based approaches, various biophysical and
biochemical properties of scaffolds can be created. This is
due to the wide range of material sources and diverse processes. Besides, in botany, plant growth is guided by support
rods in some cases. Speaking of cell-free scaffolds, were
they also easy for blood cells to climb and grow? Gao et al.
[63] confirmed this idea by cell seeding of multi-scale scaffolds. They found that cells easily adhered to thin fibers and
maintained high proliferation, and then cells bridged across
the pores and migrated to thick fibers. It is feasible to regulate the climbing of cells on 3D printing-based scaffolds by
determining the appropriate fiber thickness, pore size, and
mechanical properties. In contrast, scaffold-free methods are
weak in guiding cell climb because scaffolds for guided cell
growth are not involved. The formation of tissues depends
on self-assembly of cells, and the process has a certain randomness.

Modeling methods for vascular scaﬀolds
Scaffolds serve as carriers for vascular cells and affect the
formation of vascular tissues [13]. The morphology and
size of different structural layers of blood vessels are multiscale, and the sizes of macroscopic and microstructural layers
are significantly different [28]. Precise replication of original vascular structures can produce optimized vascularized
networks. Due to the limitation of manufacturing technologies, current vascular scaffolds can only be prepared on the
micron-level [30]. In detail, a vascular scaffold is prepared
by creating 3D models with stereolithography (STL) file
format, which are then imported into 3D printers for manufacturing [7]. Up to now, many methods are proposed to
precisely model 3D vascular scaffolds such as modeling by
algorithm [45] and micro-CT-based 3D reconstruction [46].
Common design approaches of vascular scaffolds involve
extraction of original structural parameters and direct design
by 3D modeling software [45–47]. Modeling software can be
used to design simple vascular scaffolds, such as cylindrical
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structures and bifurcated Y-shaped vascular structures [45].
Compared with simple structures, algorithms for parametric
design are usually needed to model complex structures [64].
Structural parameters can be directly extracted by reverse
engineering [46] to reconstruct 3D models, which not only
provide a reference standard for parametric design of structures, but also avoid tedious modeling theories and design
processes. In this chapter, modeling methods are divided into
two categories including parametric design and reverse engineering.

Parametric design
Parametric design is based on algorithms to generate 3D
models with given parameters. It’s a conventional modeling method using computer-aided design (CAD), which has
been widely used in CAD modeling, since lots of models can
be rapidly constructed by this method. Although shapes of
scaffolds can be achieved by additive manufacturing technology, it is difficult to accurately design microstructures
closing to natural vascular scaffolds due to the inherent heterogeneity and complexity of blood vessels. Based on the
above reasons, researches in vascular scaffold modeling are
currently focused on construction of structures to functionally meet the anatomical and biological characteristics of
vascular tissues. However, this method is time consuming
and sometimes requires manual operations. To design scaffolds with specific external shapes and controllable internal
structures, many modeling methods, such as the secondary
development method of CAD software, have been proposed
in current researches. Building models using available modeling software and programming languages are popular way
of modeling. For example, a triply periodic minimal surface
(TPMS) is defined as a surface with periodicity in X, Y, and
Z directions of Cartesian coordinate systems. Main types
of TPMS surfaces include P, G, and D surfaces. Each surface is described by a mathematical function. Kadkhodapour
et al. [65] constructed models using a TPMS-based modeling method. The P and D surfaces of models with different
volume fractions were designed, respectively (Fig. 4Ai).
However, there is a disadvantage of function-based modeling methods like this. The obtained models are usually
regular and simple, leading to inaccurate simulation of heterogeneous vascular scaffolds.
To overcome the shortcomings, Kriegman et al. [66]
designed reconfigurable structures using artificial intelligence (AI). Based on multiple iterations, structural building
blocks were created by an evolutionary algorithm. This algorithm automatically optimized structural design to achieve
different functions for cells (Fig. 4Aii). Compared to the former method, the latter algorithm is evolvable and contributes
to reasonable bionic designs of functional macro–micro
structures. However, due to the limitations of computer mem-
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Fig. 4 Modeling methods of vascular scaffolds: A Algorithms-based
parametric modeling: Ai Modeling by a TPMS algorithm to build
models with different volume fractions. Reproduced with permission
[65]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier. Aii Modeling by an AI-based evolutionary algorithm to design reconfigurable structures. Reproduced with
permission [66]. Copyright 2020, National Academy of Sciences. B
Reverse engineering-based modeling to create models of blood vessels:

Bi 3D reconstruction by micro-CT scanning. Reproduced with permission [67]. Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. Bii 3D reconstruction by
MRI scanning. Reproduced with permission [47]. Copyright 2016, John
Wiley and Sons. Biii Modeling by CT scanning and parametric modeling to build complex microstructures. Reproduced with permission
[64]. Copyright 2020, Springer Nature

ory and configuration, it is almost impossible to model
sub-micron vascular structures by only machine learning
methods because even simple calculations of modeling
require millions of voxel units, and 10ˆ9 to 10ˆ10 or more
voxel units are required for moderately complex calculations. The combination of traditional parametric design and
machine learning may be an effective way. That is, macromodels are modeled using parametric modeling methods,
and micro- and local models with high bionic requirements
are modeled by AI-based evolutionary algorithms. Both
approaches provide convenience, especially for engineering and technical personnel. The clinical need for vascular
implants is urgent. In this context, the ability to quickly build
same or similar models in batches is necessary. And standardized and generalized algorithms make it possible. Besides, in
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), expertise for modeling excluding algorithm designs and compilation of data
files are rarely required. A common method in CAM systems is to input parameters in a data interaction system of
software, and subsequently the model is obtained by running the algorithms. Although there are few standardized
algorithms for blood vessel modeling, as one of the most
promising approaches, parametric modeling is expected to
be widely used.

Reverse engineering
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In contrast to parametric design, reverse engineering methods
have advantages for personalized modeling of vascular scaffolds. As we know, personalized vascular grafts are also an
indispensable aspect of clinical practice for tissue repair and
replacement. Although reverse engineering methods are not
often used for large quantities of modeling of structures with
similar characteristics, 3D structures of vascular scaffolds
can be non-destructively extracted by reverse engineering.
And the reconstructed 3D models have good anatomical
matching with the original blood vessels when the accuracy of scanning layer thickness is high enough. For vascular
scaffold modeling, micro-CT-based and MRI-based reverse
engineering methods have been reported [46, 47]. A usual
procedure of reconstructing 3D models of vascular scaffolds
is as follows: first, imaging data of vascular scaffolds are
collected by scanning; then the data format is converted to a
DICOM format file; finally, models of scaffolds are reconstructed by 3D software such as Mimic by adjusting the
extraction range of gray values. Xu et al. [67] created 3D
models of blood vessels in rabbit endplates using MicroCT data. This entailed, first vertebral endplates and vessel
models were created using Otsu method to determine the
threshold value. Next, superimposed models were obtained
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by merging vertebral endplate models with vessel models
through Boolean operations (Fig. 4Bi). In this way, 3D models involved vascular scaffolds can be easily built. Wang et al.
[47] reconstructed human placental vascular networks using
MRI data. The authors compared the effects of different
perfusion fluids on imaging placental vessels and vascular
3D reconstruction, and found that the addition of Gd-DTPA
in immersion fluids enabled the vessels of placentas to be
accurate reconstructed by MRI (Fig. 4Bii). The choice of
perfusion fluids is the key to affecting clarity of MRI imaging. Moreover, morphological parameters of structures can
be accurately extracted by reverse engineering, which can be
used for parametric modeling.
Our team [64] proposed a new modeling method based
on CT scanning. First, 2D tomographic image sequences of
microstructures were acquired by CT scanning. To accurately obtain structure parameters, image sequences were
then processed by a designed image processing algorithm.
Subsequently, structure parameters such as the perimeter and
area of pores were obtained through a designed algorithm
for edge detection. We then fitted the pores by designing an
ellipse-based fitting algorithm. Next, the fractal dimension
of image sequences was calculated by the method of island.
On the basis, using support vector machine and structural risk
minimization principles, a mapping database theory about the
pores of CT images and porosity, fractal dimension and Poisson’s ratios were proposed. Finally, a concept of 3D modeling
based on AI was proposed by us, as shown in Fig. 4Biii. This
method is a combination of reverse engineering and parametric design to reconstruct 3D models. The advantages of
accurate extraction of structural parameters by reverse engineering, and rapid and automated parametric modeling by
parametric design, are applied. Although there are several
types of blood vessels with complex hierarchical structures,
anatomical parameters of blood vessels such as inner diameter, porosity, thickness and elastic modulus can be correlated
with design parameters. From our perspectives, even if there
are few visible reports, the topic is an interesting and promising research area in tissue engineering.

Pros and cons: modeling methods for vascular
scaffolds
In general, modeling of vascular scaffolds involves parametric modeling and reverse engineering. Each method has
advantages and disadvantages. Compared with reverse engineering methods, modeling by algorithms-based parametric
modeling can quickly and automatically build scaffold models. However, for preparation of personalized and bionic
vascular scaffolds, structures with high anatomical compatibility of human blood vessels can be reconstructed by reverse
engineering-based modeling methods. 3D shapes of vascular scaffolds are determined by the corresponding anatomical
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parameters such as length, area, volume, and angle. Anatomical parameters are obtained by measurement and calculation.
Micro-CT scanning and MRI are two available methods to
obtain the parameters. Then, reconstruction of 3D models
can be achieved by obtaining structural parameters and then
parametric modeling or scanning the structures to obtain
points cloud data to directly reconstruct. However, due to the
limitation of manufacturing processes, structures of blood
vessels usually cannot be fully reflected in the structural
parameters obtained in the prepared structures. How to build
functionalized blood vessel grafts? What parameters need to
be considered in the modeling of scaffolds? Simplifying the
3D models may be an effective method. But how to ignore
the structural parameters with extremely small dimensions
is still a problem to be considered in parametric design and
reverse engineering. Although there is no uniform standard,
it is necessary to quantify evaluation criteria. There are some
aspects that need to be characterized to ensure the feasibility
of the two designs in vivo post manufacture: (i) predict elastic
modulus and dilation and constriction of scaffolds by finite
element analysis and numerical simulation of fluid mechanics [68]; (ii) predict oxygen and nutrient content of scaffolds
with channels by numerical simulation [2]; (iii) match the
porosity and aperture of the models with the structure of original blood vessels through measurement software and other
methods [69]; (iv) enable the models of the two designs to
fit for the corresponding physiological structures [70].
Blood vessels extend into virtually most tissues of bodies.
Bone tissues, lung, heart, and other tissues almost all contain
blood vessels. In modeling of these organizations, both hard
tissues and soft tissues are usually involved. For the modeling of other tissue scaffolds superimposed with vascular
scaffolds, based on parametric design or reverse engineering, hard tissue scaffolds and vascular scaffolds are modeled,
respectively. And then reconstructed models are obtained by
performing Boolean operations between hard tissue scaffolds
and vascular scaffolds in 3D modeling software. The aspects
of superior 3D modeling algorithms of vascular scaffolds,
accurate micro-CT/MRI imaging, and reduction of manual
operations are the main research domains about modeling
methods. In addition, expertise of CT/MRI is unfamiliar for
engineering staff. In contrast, algorithm theories are difficult to be mastered by medical personnel. Interdisciplinary
cooperation and communication are indispensable means to
model a vascular scaffold. Moreover, rapid and automated
and accurate scaffold modeling is the development trend of
vascular scaffold modeling in future. To this end, developing
new design methods and building a database between vascular morphological characteristics and scaffold attributes may
be a solution.
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3D printing materials for vascular scaﬀolds
A material is a composition of a structure. Scaffolds are prepared by materials and processes. Properties and components
of materials narrow down the range of 3D printing-based
preparation processes. Print materials with good rheological and biological properties are one of the important factors
for successful preparations of vascular scaffolds. As the raw
materials for 3D printing, print materials directly affect the
printability and biophysical and biochemical properties of
vascular scaffolds [25]. Printability directly affects the accuracy of printed structures. Biophysical properties affected by
printing materials are 3D morphology, stiffness, and forces.
Biochemical properties affected are degradability and biocompatibility. Both biophysical properties and biochemical
properties may regulate cell differentiation and tissue formation. Degradability implies print materials can be eliminated
by microenvironments in vivo or in vitro over time. The
match between the degradation rate of scaffolds and the
rate of angiogenesis greatly affects the structural integrity
of new blood vessels. Biocompatibility indicates print materials cause appropriate host response, such as cell-friendly
interaction. Therefore, the choice of print materials is critical for the formation of new blood vessels. Discussing the
following three points will help determine the print materials
and contribute to the diversity of preparation methods. What
kinds of printing materials are there? How to prepare the
desired materials as natural materials may not be suitable for
certain situations? What auxiliary materials and processes of
print materials usually involved to fabricate a bionic vascular
scaffold?

Types of print materials
Basically, print materials include bioinks and biomaterial
inks. As demarcated by Groll et al. [20], cells are an essential
component of bioinks, while biomaterial inks are cell-free
biomaterials for 3D printing. Hereby cell-loaded scaffolds
can be prepared based on print materials loaded with vascular
cells. Vascular cells can also be seeded on printed scaffolds
to fabricate vascular tissues. The source of vascular cells
can be the differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells or the
culture of endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts. Compared with biomaterial inks, the types of bioinks
are limited, because cell survival rate during the forming processes must be guaranteed. Of course, the forming processes,
causing bioinks to suffer high temperature or high stress or
high-intensity ultraviolet rays and other harsh environments,
are excluded during 3D printing. In contrast, in strategies of
printing of biomaterial inks and cell adhesion, the available
selection of materials and processes is wider. Biomaterials,
such as fibronectin, were reported as a surface-adsorbed precoating for scaffolds [71]. But cells are not easy to locate in
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3D space. At cell culture stages, scaffold materials affect the
proliferation, migration, differentiation of vascular cells, and
further vascularity [33].
Blood vessels are a soft tissue structure. Usually, bioceramics and metal materials are not suitable for vascular
scaffolds in tissue engineering. General types of biomaterials for vascular scaffolds include natural materials, synthetic
materials, composite materials, and decellularized extracellular matrix (dECM) [21]. Natural materials (e.g., alginate,
collagen, silk fibroin, hyaluronic acid, matrigel, gelatin) are
of good biocompatibility and economy. Synthetic materials
(e.g., polycaprolactone, polylactic acid, polyethylene glycol
diacrylate, hydroxyapatite, GelMA) have superiority in the
properties of individuality and good physic-chemical properties. The emerging biomaterial, dECM, is a new type of
biomaterial providing excellent ecological niches for cells.
And growth factors, enzymes, and biomacromolecules for
cell growth can be supplied by dECM. For example, using
cell-laden dECM bioinks, Jang et al. [72] fabricated complex
scaffolds by 3D printing to repair cardiac defects. And the
effect was ideal, because vascularization was promoted and
the function of the heart was improved. Usual hyaluronic acid
(HA) hydrogel is also a component of animal ECM. In addition, composite materials are also important components in
vascular scaffolds, which are optimized combination of material components mentioned above with different properties.
Sun et al. [35] engineered magnesium ion-based compositive
materials. The degradation of the scaffold led to the release
of magnesium ions, thereby promoting cell proliferation and
gene expression. The combination of materials expands the
limited source of print materials. In particular, compared with
other materials, strength and diversity in composite materials
are improved.
Among them, hydrogels are probably one of the most frequently used biomaterials in preparation of vascular scaffolds
and tissue formation. This is due to the good biocompatibility and crosslinking properties of hydrogels. After
printing, hydrogel structures are cured by crosslinking reactions to maintain integral structures. Temperature-sensitive,
ion-sensitive, and light-sensitive hydrogels were reported to
fabricated complex vascular networks [21]. Gelatin, alginate
hydrogel, and GelMA and HA are four common hydrogels
used in the preparation of vascular scaffolds. Gelatin and
GelMA can be cured using temperature-sensitive crosslinking. The crosslinking mechanism is presented in Fig. 5A [73].
GelMA and Methacrylic hyaluronic acid (HAMA) can be
cured by irreversible photocrosslinking. And alginate hydrogels can be cured by the reversible physical crosslinking
between calcium ion and alginate. These crosslinking mechanisms provide the possibility for preparations of complex
multi-scale porous scaffolds.
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Fig. 5 Crosslinking processes of common hydrogels and preparations
of modified SF, functionalized MNPs and silk-graphene hydrogels: A
Schematic diagram of a crosslinking process of Gelatin and GelMA.
Reproduced with permission [73]. Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. B Preparation of SF bioink by modification of SF molecules.
Reproduced with permission [74]. Copyright 2018, Kim et al. C
Preparation of functionalized MNPs with PLGA by co-precipitation
and ultrasonication, and preparation of functionalized MNPs by co-

precipitation and electro-spraying. Reproduced with permission [76].
Copyright 2017, John Wiley and Sons. D Preparation of silk-graphene
hydrogels by electric fields. Reproduced with permission [75]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. E Ionic crosslinking of
alginate hydrogels. Reproduced with permission [80]. Copyright 2019,
Andrique et al. F Thermal crosslinking of Gelatin and GelMA and photocrosslinking of GelMA. Reproduced with permission [23]. Copyright
2020, Springer Nature

Preparation of print materials

[74], as shown in Fig. 5B. Silk fibroin was first dissolved in
lithium bromide. And then GMA was added into the solution. Finally, modified SF was prepared by dialysis and freeze
drying. To achieve a specific function of vascular scaffolds,
materials such as graphene [75] and magnetic nanoparticles [76] are used as additives to form composite materials.
Jeon et al. [76] prepared surface-functionalized magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs) using iron oxide nanoparticles, poly
(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), and sodium alginate. The
surface functionalized MNPs using PLGA (pMNP) were prepared by co-precipitation and ultrasonication. The surface
functionalized MNPs using alginate (aMNP) were prepared
by co-precipitation and electro-spraying (Fig. 5C). Intra-

Gelatin and alginate are natural hydrogels, and GelMA is
prepared by synthesis. For instance, based on gelatin powders and methacrylic anhydride, Hsieh et al. [24] synthesized
GelMA. In this process, gelatin powders were first completely dissolved in Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline
(DPBS) by stirring. Methacrylic anhydride was then added to
the DPBS solution, which was dialyzed and freeze-dried to
prepare GelMA. In this method, GelMA with diverse degrees
of substitution can be synthesized. Silk fibroin (SF) biomaterial fabricated with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) was
prepared by the modification of SF molecules with GMA
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cellular delivery of surface-functionalized scaffolds was
enhanced by magnetic fields.
Overall, synthesis processes for materials involve solution preparation and mixing, stirring, dissolution, dialysis, freeze-drying, volatilization, precipitation, and sonication/ultrasonication. To be clear, a process of solution
preparation is the dissolution of solute materials in a solvent to make a solution with a certain concentration and then
mixing of different solutions with a certain ratio. Stirring is
to make the solutions fully mixed and accelerate the reaction processes. Ultrasonication is used to change the size of
the solutes or the synthesized materials. These processes of
dialysis, freeze-drying, volatilization, and precipitation are
to remove the solvents to extract synthetic materials. Except
for the synthesis of biomaterials with different biochemical properties, the preparation of materials with different
size (such as aperture) is also a research aspect. Liu et al.
[77] prepared a 20-μm-long collagen microfiber-embedded
hydrogel. The collagen fibers with different sizes were
fabricated by thermal crosslinking, homogenization, and sonication of collagen sponges. Cell adhesion is improved by
collagen fibers mediated by integrin molecules. Intermittent between fibers promotes cell migration and growth. A
structure of porous materials is usually achieved through
the mixing of soluble materials (such as sodium chloride,
sucrose, and gelatin) and original biomaterials, followed by
dissolving the sacrificial materials. Lei et al. [23] prepared
GelMA with mesoscale pore networks. The gelled gelatin
was crushed into gelatin microgel. After the mixing of microgel and GelMA, the mesoporous GelMA was prepared by
dissolving the gelatin. Pore sizes of blood vessel walls are
very small, leading to the difficult fabrication by 3D printing.
This method of processes is so important because nutrients
and oxygen need to pass through the pores of blood vessel
walls to ensure penetration for cells. For fabrication of bionic
vascular scaffolds, chemical and structural properties of print
materials need to be well integrated.

Auxiliary materials and processes for fabrication
of vascular scaffolds
During fabrications of vascular scaffolds, auxiliary processes
are used as a complement to the forming processes. There are
three aspects usually involved using auxiliary materials: (i)
chemical modification [78] and physical modification [75]
of printing materials; (ii) printing processes [22, 23, 79];
and (iii) post-treatment processes [34, 71]. Some materials
such as methacrylate, GMA, and magnesium chloride hexahydrate are utilized for chemical modification [35, 78]. For
example, photocrosslinkable properties of SF biomaterial for
UV curing were achieved by its chemical modification using
GMA [78]. And a bioactive material was prepared by the
incorporation of magnesium ion into printing materials using
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complexation interaction [35]. For physical modification,
auxiliary materials are usually added into print materials.
And materials such as graphene are added to hydrogels
to achieve specific functions of vascular scaffolds. Wang
et al. [75] developed silk-graphene hybrid hydrogels with
silk fibroin (SF) and graphene. Graphene nanosheets were
generated and encapsulated using the exfoliating agent of
SF nanofibers. Because graphene materials are conductive.
By the migration of graphene sheets under electrical fields,
the phase of hybrid hydrogels was changed (Fig. 5D), and
their aligned patterns were formed. After determining the
graphene content, different biochemical and physical cues
including graphene, aligned topography, and mechanical
stiffness can be tailored into vascular scaffolds.
During printing processes of vascular scaffolds, materials such as photoabsorbers, calcium chloride and support
materials have also been reported [22, 23, 79]. Grigoryan
and co-workers [79] designed a photoabsorber for PEGbased hydrogels. By adding tartrazine as the photoabsorber,
the accuracy of printed vascular scaffolds was significantly
improved compared to traditional UV curing methods. And
based on the diffusion of calcium ions, sodium alginate can
be crosslinked [22]. Andrique et al. [80] used a calcium bath
to crosslink the extruded solution of alginate hydrogel, as
shown in Fig. 5E. This method can be used to prepare spatial
structures in suspension baths. And sacrificial materials (e.g.,
gelatin, sodium chloride and sucrose) are usually used as the
support materials because of their printability and solubility [23, 81, 82]. Gelatin as the material to construct support
structures for the preparation of mesoscale pore networks
was reported by Lei et al. [23]. Their work was based on
the reversibility of temperature-sensitive crosslinking characteristics of gelatin and the irreversibility of photosensitive
crosslinking characteristics of GelMA (Fig. 5F). Subsequently, sacrificial materials are liquefied when a dissolving
solution is introduced or the temperature is changed.
Besides, auxiliary materials are involved in post-treatment
processes. Coated materials such as poly-l-lysine [34] were
reported. These materials improve the properties of scaffolds and contribute to their functionalization. Specially,
surface coating is useful for improving the hydrophilicity of
hydrophobic scaffolds. To sum up, although some auxiliary
materials are reported, there is still a demand of special auxiliary materials for the preparation of customized vascular
scaffolds. Moreover, compared to other auxiliary materials, bioactive materials are good for cell growth. Future
researches on these materials need to be focused.
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Preparation methods of vascular scaﬀolds
by 3D printing
Traditional subtractive technologies have difficulty in manufacturing complex structures. For instance, to fabricate
porous structures, Wang et al. [83] reported a preparation method for tubular and cylindrical scaffolds using a
mold-based casting technology. Based on two-step phase
separation, porous molds were prepared, and the corresponding porous scaffolds were obtained. Interconnected porous
structures were closed to anatomical requirements of vascular scaffolds. The pore size of scaffolds can be changed by
adjusting polymer mixing ratio to obtain molds with different
pore structures. But pore positions of the prepared scaffold
structures cannot be determined, and an accurate polymer
mixing ratio is required. Recently, in combination with 3D
printing technologies, three common methods for fabrication
of vascular scaffolds have been reported: integrated technology of casting and 3D printing, integrated technology of
electrospinning and 3D printing, and integrated technology
of Lego-like construction and 3D printing.

3D printing
3D printing commonly used for fabrication of vascular
scaffolds involves extrusion-based 3D printing, inkjet 3D
printing, and ultraviolet (UV)-assisted 3D printing [25].
Extrusion-based 3D printing [54] is the most common printing method, but limited in printing high-resolution structures.
Inkjet 3D printing [84] overcomes these problems, but limited in printing high concentration cells because of small
diameter nozzles. Although the damage to cells is found,
UV-assisted 3D printing [27] is still a common method for
high-precision printing of structures. And to prepare highly
idealized vascular scaffolds, both 3D printing devices and
forming processes, especially nozzles, printing parameters,
printing paths and rheological properties, are investigated.
Extrusion-based 3D printing
There are two types of extrusion-based 3D printing: directly
printing on floor and printing in support bath [26]. Structures are formed by nozzle movements and material extrusion
through pressure applying. Development of extrusion-based
3D printing devices has been focused in recent years. Attalla
et al. [3] fabricated a device with tri-layered hollow channels
to prepare heterogeneous vascular scaffolds. The needles of
three nozzles were connected by a microfluidic channel and
were used to guide bioinks to the center of corresponding
channels (Fig. 6A). By loading various materials in different
nozzles and adjusting the size of needles mentioned above,
heterogeneous and hollow structures were easily fabricated.
This method is simple except for the preparation of branched
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perfusion networks. A similar approach is using a single
nozzle integrated with multiple microfluidic channels. For
example, coaxial nozzle-assisted 3D printing was reported
to fabricate vascular scaffolds with built-in microchannels
[85–91]. Gao et al. [53] placed alginate in the outer flow channel and calcium chloride in the inner flow channel (Fig. 6B).
Based on the crosslinking properties between calcium ions
and alginate, structures with built-in microchannels were prepared. However, this method requires precise control of flow
rate and calcium ion concentration. Later, their group used
the same device to print a vascular scaffold with microchannels [22]. In this way, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells,
and fibroblasts were printed step by step, respectively. These
vascular scaffolds were of sufficient mechanical strength. In
contrast to coaxial nozzle, a nozzle of multiple microchannels
converged into one microchannel were reported by Zhao’s
group [92] to fabricate heterogeneous structures. Multiple
inks were created by controlling extrusion flow rates of different materials. To facilitate thorough mixing of different
inks, air flow was exerted at the nozzle outlet. Based on
the principle of multi-material composition mixing through
microchannels, nozzles for 3D printing were further investigated. Skylar-Scott et al. [93] fabricated multinozzle 3D
printheads for efficient preparation of voxelated structures
with heterogeneous materials. Extrusion pressure of each
material was controlled by voltage, and heterogeneous structures were formed by seamless switch of print materials
(Fig. 6C). This method has advantages in preparing complex
vascular scaffolds and mass production because of multinozzle nozzles. To ensure the integrity of structures and
3D printing in space, 3D printing in suspension baths was
investigated, as shown in Fig. 6D. Melo et al. [94] reported
a 3D printing process based on a suspension bath. First,
cell-loaded fibrinogen was crosslinked by suspension bath
through extrusion-based 3D printing. Next, the support bath
was crosslinked by UV light. After the above two steps, cells
were directly adhered to microfluidic channels following
printing paths. Using the difference in crosslinking properties between print materials and suspension baths, vascular
scaffolds can be prepared by dissolving print materials or
removing suspension materials. Another method to fabricate
vascular scaffolds was with the help of a rotating tubular
model (Fig. 6E). The rotating model was driven by a stepper
motor. Based on the rotating model, vascular scaffolds were
prepared by extrusion-based 3D printing followed removal
of the model [95]. But this method is difficult for the preparation of complex scaffolds.
For extrusion-based 3D printing, improving printing
devices is conducive to forming heterogeneous structures,
and optimizing printing processes helps improve printing
accuracy. Sharp corners and uneven spacing between adjacent print paths are the main factors affecting printing
accuracy. An optimized print path was developed by Jin et al.
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Fig. 6 Extrusion-based 3D printing for scaffold-based vascular tissue
engineering: A Preparation of vascular scaffolds with tri-layered hollow
channels by an extrusion-based 3D printing device. Reproduced with
permission [3]. Copyright 2018, IOP Publishing. B Preparation of vascular scaffolds with built-in microchannels by coaxial nozzle-assisted
3D printing. Reproduced with permission [53]. Copyright 2015, Elsevier. C Preparation of voxelated structures with heterogeneous materials

by an extrusion-based multinozzle bioprinter. Reproduced with permission [93]. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. D Preparation of vascular
scaffolds by extrusion-based 3D printing in suspension baths. Reproduced with permission [26]. Copyright 2020, McCormack et al. E
Preparation of vascular scaffolds by extrusion-based 3D printing on
a stepper motor-driving rotating tubular model. Reproduced with permission [95]. Copyright 2020, Elsevier

[96] to improve structural quality. The number of corners
was reduced by applying a designed implicit algorithm. Following this, uniform spacings were achieved by optimizing
the location of points on the path. This method improved
structural quality. However, for 3D printing of structures
with arbitrary shapes, path planning needs to be further
researched. Effects of the addition of nanoclay materials and
standoff distance on forming quality of structures were investigated to improve print fidelity [97]. The authors used a
high-speed camera to capture the shape of droplets at the nozzle. Here the extrusion property of N-isopropylacrylamide
was significantly improved and die swelling was eliminated

after adding nanoclay. And then the standoff distance was
optimized by designing a mathematical model. This method
used nanoclay as a rheology modifier to improve printing
accuracy, but gravity and rheological properties were ignored
in the designed model of standoff distance. In addition, the
accuracy of structures was significantly improved through the
optimization of process parameters, such as printing speed,
extrusion pressure, and nozzle diameter [3, 48, 73].
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Fig. 7 Inkjet 3D printing for scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering: A An inkjet 3D printing device. Reproduced with permission [84].
Copyright 2017, Elsevier. B Inkjet 3D printing processes: Bi Schematic
diagram of an inkjet 3D printing process. Reproduced with permission
[84]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier. Bii Schematic diagram of a buoyancyenabled inkjet 3D printing method. Reproduced with permission [98].
Copyright 2018, American Society of Mechanical Engineers ASME. C

Schematic diagram of EHD 3D printing devices. Reproduced with permission [99]. Copyright 2020, IOP Publishing. D Sketch of two kinds of
EHD 3D printing with ranges of diameter of 500 nm–100 μm. Reproduced with permission [99]. Copyright 2020, IOP Publishing. E An
improved EHD 3D printing device with additional electrodes. Reproduced with permission [100]. Copyright 2020, Liashenko et al

Inkjet 3D printing

endothelial cell-loaded bioink excluding cells consisted of
alginate and fibrinogen. However, it is difficult to prepare
complex structures by this method. As a method for improvement of processes, freeform inkjet 3D printing was proposed
by Christensen et al. [98] CaCl2 solution was used as a support bath, providing buoyant force for the droplets (Fig. 7Bii).
However, the problem of fusion of droplets is still confused.
And, based on the mode of droplet ejection, print speeds of
scaffolds by traditional inkjet 3D printing are low, and auxiliary curing devices are usually required.

In inkjet 3D printing, droplets are sprayed through small
diameter nozzles to selectively deposit. Most power of actuators is thermal or piezoelectric. Based on multi-component
materials, structures with different colors can also be printed
by inkjet 3D printing. As shown in Fig. 7A, camera, motorized stage, syringe, nozzle, crosslinker bath and LED light
are the components of an inkjet 3D printing device. Hewes
et al. [84] prepared a vascular scaffold by inkjet 3D printing with a printing path of circular patterns (Fig. 7Bi). The
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As a kind of emerging inkjet 3D printing technology, electrohydrodynamic (EHD) 3D printing for scaffolds is widely
developed in recent years. The principle of EHD 3D printing
is based on the ejection of droplets driven by a high-voltage
electric field, which is generated between the nozzles and
the substrate (Fig. 7C). Classified by print materials, types of
EHD 3D printing include melt EHD 3D printing and solution
EHD 3D printing [99] as shown in Fig. 7D. Polymers solution and melt are popular materials used in inkjet 3D printing.
Precision of melt EHD printing is from 3 μm to100 μm.
In contrast, precision of solution EHD 3D printing ranges
from 500 nm to 3 μm. Whatever scaffolds of capillaries
with micron diameters or centimeter-sized arteries and veins,
almost all accuracy of diameter can be theoretically achieved
by EHD 3D printing. But this technique existing inherent
flaws are waiting to be improved. Usually a print martial by
ejecting cannot be accurately collected by the slow-speed
printing platforms. To improve the accuracy of structures by
EHD 3D printing, additional electrodes were added [100].
The authors added a deflection electrode between the nozzle and mechanical platform to compensate for the lag effect
of the movement speed of the mechanical platform. By jet
deflecting using an added electric field, sub-micron structures were prepared at three to four times the printing speed
of the original technology (Fig. 7E). Yet there is no uniform
standard for how to add deflection electrodes. To improve
the accuracy and printing efficiency, this is a research point,
but not limited to this aspect. The improvement of inkjet
3D printing devices is reported less than extrusion-based 3D
printing. And more researches are focused on printing processes or combining with other printing methods. This is due
to the slow forming speed and lag effect of printing platforms
in inkjet 3D printing. In addition, combined technologies of
inkjet 3D printing and other 3D printing are reported to prepare multi-scale vascular scaffolds. Gao et al. [63] reported
a direct writing system based on EHD 3D printing and fused
deposition molding (FDM) technology. In this instance, the
authors quickly switched the modes of EHD 3D printing and
FDM 3D printing by switching electric fields. Generally, the
printing accuracy of inkjet 3D printing is usually higher than
FDM 3D printing. Based on inkjet 3D printing for microscale
and FDM 3D printing for macro-scale, multi-scale scaffolds
were prepared. However, the effect of electric fields in EHD
3D printing on vascular cells remains to be studied. Most of
the current researches focus on the preparation of scaffolds
with cell-free print materials. The trend of EHD 3D printing in the short term is conceived as an auxiliary method for
preparation of scaffolds.
UV-assisted 3D printing
During UV-curing processes, print materials are cured by UV
irradiating. There are two main applications of UV-curing
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technology: soft lithography and UV-assisted 3D printing
technology. Soft lithography technology is often used for fabrication of simple structures and microchannels. For instance,
based on the reverse pattern from an image mask, Du et al.
[16] prepared a dimethylsiloxane scaffold with the aid of
photoresist layers. A wafer was coated with photoresist, and
a designed mask was added between the light source and
patterns. After UV light irradiating and casting, a mold was
obtained. In this method, the process is simple, but image
masks require extra design. For fabrication of complex structures such as vascular scaffolds, UV-assisted 3D printing
technology compared to soft lithography is more commonly
used. The principle of UV-assisted 3D printing is not complicated. Based on scanning paths, UV light is irradiated to the
surface of a photosensitive material to cure a specific area,
and then the 3D printing platform is moved with a certain distance of slice thickness to cure another layer of the materials
based on the original cured layer, and finally a 3D structure
is fabricated.
In contrast to extrusion-based 3D printing and inkjet 3D
printing, higher precision of structures is achieved by UVassisted 3D printing. More and more preparation methods
using UV-assisted 3D printing were reported [27]. The printing process was optimized by Li et al. [101] On the basis of the
printability of a pre-crosslinked bioink and the precise control of UV light irradiating, a new continuous UV-assisted
3D printing method was proposed by Li et al. [101]. The
printing accuracy and printing speed were improved by the
optimization strategy. Like inkjet 3D printing, researches on
UV-assisted 3D printing reported focus not only on the forming processes but also on printing devices and light-curing
print materials. General components of UV-assisted 3D printing systems include beam projector, light beam, focusing
system, prepolymer solution, and Z-axis motion platform.
As shown in Fig. 8A, a prepolymer solution was irradiated
by UV light directed by the focusing system. High-precision
structures can be easily prepared by stereolithography or
digital light processing (DLP) 3D printing. For example,
a Y-shaped vascular scaffold encapsulated with fibroblasts
was prepared by Wadnap et al. [102] using stereolithography. GelMA was chosen as the base material. After the
determination of UV light intensity and exposure time, 3D
cellular structures were successfully fabricated. Printing process parameters, especially exposure time, light intensity and
concentrations significantly, affect the accuracy of scaffolds.
Besides, diameters of patterns of digital mask affect the configuration of scaffolds. Wang et al. [103] fabricated a bilayer
core–shell structure using DLP 3D printing. A cylindrical
hydrogel structure was printed, and uncured hydrogel was
washed away. Then a ring shape on around the cylindrical
hydrogel was printed (Fig. 8B). This method requires stepby-step 3D printing.
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Fig. 8 UV-assisted 3D printing for scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering. A Preparation of GelMA scaffolds by stereolithography 3D
printing. UV light was directed by a focusing system. Reproduced
with permission [107]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. B
Preparation of bilayer core–shell structures by DLP printing. Based on

a core and shell mask, a light pattern was formed. Reproduced with permission [103]. Copyright 2019, John Wiley and Sons. C Preparation of
scaffolds by volumetric additive manufacturing via tomographic reconstruction. Reproduced with permission [105]. Copyright 2020, Loterie
et al

To further improve the printing accuracy of scaffolds, Kim
et al. [74] developed biocompatible silk fibroin materials
for UV-assisted 3D printing. The print materials of good
mechanical and rheological properties were prepared by a
methacrylate process. Different from traditional 3D printing
technology, Kelly et al. [104] proposed a new UV-assisted
3D printing method based on patterned UV irradiating from
circumferential directions. One side of an inks-loaded container was irradiated by UV light. To achieve a patterned
irradiation, the container was driven to rotate by a rotating
shaft. In this method, all positions in 3D models can be cured
simultaneously. Based on this method, an integrated feedback
system was added by Loterie et al. [105] to precisely control
the UV-curing process. The camera continuously recorded
images during forming processes, which can be used as
feedback for stopping irradiation of scaffolds (Fig. 8C). To
validate the present approach, high-precision features were
manufactured quickly. However, UV irradiating hinders cell
differentiation and tissue formation. UV-assisted 3D printing

of biomaterial inks may be a temporary option for making
vascular scaffolds. Recently, near-infrared (IR) light-assisted
3D printing has been reported, which overcomes the limitations of traditional UV-assisted 3D printing, including low
light penetration, high photobleaching and damages to cells
[106]. In view of these advantages, using this technology
for fabricating vascular scaffolds is undoubtedly a research
trend.
Pros and cons: 3D printed vascular scaffolds
Requirements for fabricating vascular scaffolds tend to be
high-accuracy and manufacturable. And it is feasible to prepare complex vascular scaffolds by 3D printing following
determination of appropriate print inks, component concentration, crosslinking methods and cells. Table 1 outlines
studies of the preparation of vascular scaffolds utilizing
3D printing (extrusion-based, inkjet and UV-assisted 3D
printing) technologies for formation of new blood vessel
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Table 1 Recent studies of the preparation of vascular scaffolds utilizing 3D printing (extrusion-based, inkjet, and UV-assisted 3D printing) technologies for
formation of new blood vessel tissues
3D printing methods

Biomaterial inks or
bioinks excluding
cells

Component
concentration

Physical or chemical
crosslinking

Cells

Classification of
print materials

References

Extrusion

Bioinks excluding
cells (porcine
brain dECM)

1% w/v porcine
brain dECM

[108]

Biomaterial inks
(sodium alginate)

2% w/v sodium
alginate

Human umbilical
vein endothelial
cells +
glioblastoma cells
N/A

dECM

Extrusion

Natural material

[109]

Extrusion

Bioinks excluding
cells (gelatin +
GelMA)

5% w/v gelatin + 5%
w/v GelMA

Human umbilical
cord vein
endothelial cells

Compositive
material

[110]

Extrusion

Bioinks excluding
cells (sodium
alginate)
Biomaterial inks
(low-acyl gellan
gum + high-acyl
gellan gum)
Biomaterial inks
(alginate +
carboxymethyl
cellulose +
cellulose
nanofibers)
Biomaterial inks
(nanoclay +
GelMA +
N-acryloyl
glycinamide)
Bioinks excluding
cells
(semi-crosslinked
alginate/CaCl2 +
platelet-rich
plasma)
Bioinks excluding
cells (sodium
alginate)
Biomaterial inks
(sodium alginate)

5% w/v sodium
alginate

Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking)
Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))
Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking
(gelatin, GelMA))
and chemical
crosslinking (UV)
Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))
Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking)
Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))

Mouse fibroblasts

Natural material

[111]

N/A

Compositive
material

[112]

N/A

Compositive
material

[113]

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

Compositive
material

[114]

Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))

Human umbilical
vein endothelial
cells

dECM-based
compositive
material

[115]

NIH 3T3 mouse
fibroblasts

Natural material

[116, 117]

N/A

Natural material

[118–120]

Inkjet

Biomaterial inks
(bacterial cellulose
+
polycaprolactone)

N/A

Compositive
material

[121]

Inkjet

Bioinks excluding
cells (thrombin +
CaCl2 )
Biomaterial inks
(polycaprolactone
+ poly (acrylic
acid))

bacterial cellulose
blended with 10
wt.%
polycaprolactone
at 5:95 ratio
50 unit/ml thrombin
+ 80 mM CaCl2

Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))
Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))
Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking)
Physical
crosslinking (ionic
(CaCl2 ))
Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking)

Human
microvascular
endothelial cells
N/A

Compositive
material

[122]

Compositive
material

[123]

Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking)

N/A

Synthetic material

[124]

Extrusion

Extrusion

Extrusion

Extrusion

Inkjet

Inkjet

Inkjet

Inkjet
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Biomaterial inks
(poly
(e-caprolactone))

3.4% w/v low-acyl
gellan gum + 0.6%
w/v high-acyl
gellan gum
3% wt. alginate +
3% wt.
carboxymethyl
cellulose + 1.5%
wt. cellulose
nanofibers
10% w/v nanoclay +
1%/9% (w/v)
GelMA/Nacryloyl
glycinamide
1%/0.025% (w/v)
semi-crosslinked
alginate/CaCl2 +
50 U mL−1
platelet-rich
plasma
1% w/v sodium
alginate
0.8% w/v sodium
alginate

70% w/v
polycaprolactone
+ 2.5, 5 and 7.5%
w/v poly (acrylic
acid)
26 wt.% poly
(e-caprolactone)
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Table 1 continued
3D printing methods

Biomaterial inks or
bioinks excluding
cells

Component
concentration

Physical or chemical
crosslinking

Cells

Classification of
print materials

References

Inkjet-based 3D
printing

Biomaterial inks
(polycaprolactone)

Synthetic material

[70]

Bioinks excluding
cells (GelMA)
Bioinks excluding
cells (GelMA)
Biomaterial inks
(poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate)
Biomaterial inks
(amino resin +
dopamine +
ammonium
persulfate)

Physical
crosslinking
(thermal
crosslinking)
Chemical
crosslinking (UV)
Chemical
crosslinking (UV)
Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

Stereolithography
(SLA)
Stereolithography
(SLA)
Stereolithography
(DLP)

Polycaprolactone
particle with the
molecular weight
of 130,000 g/mol
5% w/v GelMA

Mouse 3T3
fibroblasts
NIH-3T3 fibroblast
cells
N/A

Synthetic material

[125]

Synthetic material

[107]

Synthetic material

[126–128]

Stereolithography
(DLP)

Stereolithography
(DLP)
Stereolithography
(DLP)

Stereolithography
(DLP)

Stereolithography
(DLP)

Volumetric
(SLA-based)

Bioinks excluding
cells (dECM +
GelMA)
Biomaterial inks
(poly(ethylene
glycol)tetraacrylate + silk
fibroin + melanin)
Bioinks excluding
cells (glycidal
methacrylatehyaluronic acid +
GelMA)
Biomaterial inks
(methacrylated
poly(1,12
dodecamethylene
citrate))
Biomaterial inks
(GelMA)

15, 20% w/v GelMA
20% w/v
poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate
50% w/v amino
resin + 0.01–0.3%
w/v dopamine +
0.12% w/v
ammonium
persulfate
5% w/v dECM + 5%
w/v GelMA
4 wt.%
poly(ethylene
glycol)tetraacrylate + 1
wt.% silk fibroin +
0.2 wt.% melanin
1% w/v glycidal
methacrylatehyaluronic acid +
2.5, 5% w/v
GelMA
50–70% wt./wt.
methacrylated
poly(1,12
dodecamethylene
citrate)
10% w/v GelMA

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

Compositive
material

[129]

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

[130]

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

dECM-based
compositive
material
Compositive
material

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

Human umbilical
vein endothelial
cells +
C3H/10T1/2 cells

Compositive
material

[132]

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

Synthetic material

[133]

Chemical
crosslinking (UV)

N/A

Synthetic material

[134]

tissues. Similar studies are discussed in the previous sections. Specially, gradient changes in material composition
can be achieved by extrusion-based and inkjet 3D printing through variable mixing ratios of multiple components.
As discussed, blood vessels are hierarchical structures. The
interaction between different structures affects the functionalization of blood vessels. The gradient between different
interfaces provides a way to ensure the strength of scaffold
structures and the fusion between the vascular layers and
the formation of vascularization. Besides, UV-assisted 3D
printing contributes superior accuracy of vascular scaffolds.
Based on principles of the above 3D printing methods, new
3D printing equipment integrating the strong points of different technologies is built to prepare customized scaffolds.
This is also an effective means to overcome the contradiction
between the high requirements for vascular scaffolds and the
defects of different 3D printing technologies.
Printing accuracy, speed and cost are the three factors
considered for preparing scaffolds by 3D printing. The cost

[131]

for preparation of vascular scaffolds mainly includes the
cost of 3D printing-based processes excluding print materials. Among extrusion-based, inkjet and UV-assisted 3D
printing, extrusion-based 3D printers are low-cost but lowresolution. UV-assisted 3D printers are expensive. Inkjet 3D
printers have low printing accuracy at high-frequency jets.
3D printing strategies of vascular scaffolds should be the
preparation of anatomically matched scaffolds at low cost.
In general, the fabrication of high-precision vascular scaffolds by extrusion-based 3D printing requires crosslinking
characteristics of print materials because extrusion-based
processes are relatively simple and economical. Interesting
3D printing methods such as 3D printing in suspension baths
[26] and coaxial 3D printing have been derived. In traditional inkjet 3D printing, inks of low viscosity are required.
There are not many reports for preparations of vascular scaffolds by traditional inkjet 3D printing [84]. Up to now, the
effect of electric field forces on cell behavior remains to be
studied. Thus, EHD 3D printing focuses on preparation of
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cell-free scaffolds. And UV-assisted 3D printing is limited
by crosslinkable print materials and low light penetration.
Both computational axial lithography and near-infrared photopolymerization significantly improve the preparation rate
of vascular scaffolds [104, 135]. But there are fewer reports
on these methods. Related researches on materials and printing devices need to be further investigated. The ultimate
goal of print materials is to be commercialized and costeffective. Except for extrusion-based 3D printers and inkjet
3D printers, UV-assisted 3D printers are uneasily affordable
for researchers in developing countries. The code of control
program needs to be open access to set up 3D printers for
preparing individualized vascular scaffolds. More commercial devices and manufacturing methods are presumed to be
combined and exploited to prepare vascular scaffolds. After
that, low-cost and high-precision preparation of scaffolds will
be realized.

Commonly used integrated technologies
Integrated technology of casting and 3D printing
Casting is a traditional manufacturing method. Preparation
of complex structures by 3D printing are often involved
to remove support materials. Mold forming contributes to
removing these materials and mass produce. By combining 3D printing and traditional manufacturing technologies,
various vascular scaffolds can be designed and prepared.
Extrusion-based 3D printing requires rheological properties
of print materials. For sacrificial materials, carbopol as a
sacrificial gel to fabricate vascular scaffolds was introduced
[48]. The sacrifice material possessed shear thinning properties and was extruded by an extrusion-based 3D printer
to create personalized vascular structures. In this process,
frames with another material were initially printed. Next,
sacrifice structures were printed with carbopol and then casting materials were poured to overlay the printed carbopol.
After the casting materials were cured and the sacrificial
material was removed, scaffolds were prepared (Fig. 9A).
As the traditional casting technology has been widely studied
in mechanical discipline and molds are easy to be prepared
using 3D printing, now it has become one of the main methods to prepare vascular scaffolds because of the research
progress of sacrificial materials. Nie et al. [136] reported
an integrated method, mold casting and inkjet 3D printing
and fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printing, to fabricate vascular scaffolds. An inkjet 3D printer was used to
print ultrafine fiber networks of vascular channels. Hydrogels
were then casted into fiber networks to form hydrogel sheets.
Hydrogels were cured at 4 °C. After the removal of fiber
materials, scaffolds with internal vascular networks were
formed by hydrogel sheet bonding using UV curing (Fig. 9B).
The printing accuracy of vascular scaffolds depends on the
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printing resolution of fibrous structures. Multi-scale vascular networks can be manufactured in this way. But the entire
process is complex and requires twice-crosslinking, leading
to damaged scaffolds after demolding. For demolding, Lv
et al. [99] reported in-depth analysis of demolding methods.
Separable molds were prepared by inkjet 3D printing, and
hydrogels were casted and cured by UV curing. Compared to
integral molds, separable molds reduced surface contact during demolding and achieved perfect demolding. Skylar-Scott
et al. [137] prepared a heart model including a left anterior
descending (LAD) artery and a diagonal branch, using integrated technology of UV-assisted 3D printing, casting, and
embedded 3D printing, as shown in Fig. 9C. First, a mold for
the heart model was fabricated by UV-assisted 3D printing.
Then the model was filled with cardiac tissue matrixes by
casting. Finally, the artery and diagonal branch were printed
by embedded 3D printing, respectively. This process contributes to the successful preparation of such complex organs
because the configuration of organs and the formation of a
vascularized network are guaranteed.
Overall, casting techniques involving 3D printing can
enable the preparation of complex molds and vascular
scaffolds. There are individualized differences in vascular
morphology of patients in clinical treatments and researches.
For individualized scaffolds, the preparation process is
quite simple, because 3D models can be easily obtained
through parametric design or reverse engineering. However,
regardless of what 3D printing processes, scaffold modeling is required. Mold preparation by corrosion casting may
help solve the problem. The principle of corrosion casting is similar to reverse engineering. Corrosion casting can
directly extract structures of vascular scaffolds. Compared
with traditional structure modeling and preparation methods, structures obtained by corrosion casting are more bionic.
The preparation of vascular scaffolds using corrosion casting was reported by Huling and workers [138], as shown in
Fig. 9D. The process began with the perfusion of PCL solution and acetone into native kidney tissues for enough days
until acetone evaporation. Then, vascular corrosion cast was
achieved after the dissolution of tissues by sodium hydroxide.
Next, the PCL cast was dip-coated with collagen. Vascular
scaffolds were finally prepared by the crosslinking of collagen and dissolution of PCL cast. In this method, vascular
corrosion cast obtained from solution perfused into blood
vessels is regarded as the process of scanning points cloud
data in reverse engineering. The process of obtaining a vascular scaffold is seen as the process of reconstructing and
manufacturing 3D model based on points cloud data. Usual
vascular scaffolds are designed and manufactured according
to the shape of original blood vessels. But limited by printing accuracy of 3D printing and conventional manufacturing
technologies, this conventional method can only achieve
the preparation of simple structures, or the preparation of
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Fig. 9 Preparation processes of vascular scaffolds by the integrated
technology of casting and 3D printing: A Preparation of vascular scaffolds by the integrated technology of casting and extrusion-based 3D
printing. Reproduced with permission [48]. Copyright 2019, IOP Publishing. B Preparation of vascular scaffolds by the integrated technology
of casting and EHD 3D printing and FDM 3D printing. Reproduced with
permission [136]. Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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C Preparation of cardiac tissues by the integrated technology of UVassisted 3D printing to prepare a cardiac mold, casting to fill with matrix,
and embedded 3D printing to fabricate vascular networks. Reproduced
with permission [137]. Copyright 2019, Skylar-Scott et al. D Preparation of vascular scaffolds by corrosion casting with solution perfused
into blood vessels. Reproduced with permission [138]. Copyright 2016,
Elsevier
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scaffolds but requires the extra introduction of additional processes such as bonding. Besides, increased processes may
lead to inaccurate structural accuracy and pollution issues.
Structures such as configuration or sacrificial models of scaffolds can be fabricated by corrosion casting, paving an avenue
for preparation of bionic vascular scaffolds.
Integrated technology of electrospinning and 3D printing
Compared with 3D printing, electrospinning is also exploited
to prepare vascular scaffolds. This is due to its competitiveness in the fabrication of uniform fibers of small diameter,
small pore size, and high porosity. The mechanism of electrospinning processes is to eject inks by a certain pressure
and high-voltage electric field forces. When the electrostatic
field force of microdroplets of inks is greater than the surface
tension, the microdroplet is accelerated and sucked out by the
electrostatic fields to form a fiber structure. Electrospinning
devices are similar to devices of EHD 3D printing. But there
are obvious differences between them. An inkjet 3D printing
process is initially driven by piezoelectric, thermal bubbles
or high-pressure ultrasonic waves. And an electrospinning
process is initially driven by external pressures. Besides, the
structures of a material created at the nozzles are also different. Electrospinning prepares fibers, while inkjet 3D printing
forms droplets or small particles. According to the state of
the materials during electrospinning, it is divided into solution electrospinning and melt electrospinning. The efficiency
of solution electrospinning is low, and sometimes toxic solvents are introduced to satisfy the processes. These defects
are avoided by melt electrospinning. To improve the accuracy
of scaffolds prepared, printing speed and path planning and
movement speed of collectors in electrospinning are investigated. Jin et al. [139] fabricated heterogeneous scaffolds by
changeable relative motion between a collector and a spinneret of this forming process. The accumulation of different
bioinks caused by printing speed was considered here. Similarly, Castilho et al. [140] investigated the effect of collector
motion and velocity profiles to improve the accuracy of fiber
deposition. But this method only optimizes preparations of
square, rectangular, and hexagonal geometric models.
Integrated technology of electrospinning and 3D printing
shows unique advantages in the field of preparation of tissue engineering vascular scaffolds because the parameters
of small diameter, small pore size and high porosity, which
can be achieved by electrospinning, are the significant features of the physiological structure of blood vessels. And as
we discussed, 3D printing has shown outstanding strengths
in this domain. Integrated technology of electrospinning and
extrusion-based 3D printing is common, attributed to multiple devices and materials available in extrusion-based 3D
printing. Gao et al. [49] fabricated assembled cell-laden
structures (Fig. 10A). The macrostructure and microstruc-
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ture of a support were fabricated by extrusion-based 3D
printing and electrospinning, respectively. Depositions of the
bioink on the support were controlled by extrusion-based
3D printing technology. Also, extrusion-based 3D printing
of biomaterial inks can be used as support materials for
vascular cells [141]. Uniaxially micropatterned struts were
fabricated by Yeo et al. [142] using extrusion-based 3D printing of the compositive material of PCL and collagen. Then
the structs were covered by fibers prepared by electrospinning of a bioink including polyethylene oxide alginate and
endothelial cells. And alignment and differentiation of the
cells were induced. Integrated technology of electrospinning
and inkjet 3D printing is also reported. Devices consist of
a combination of separate devices or an integrated device
with the hybrid technology. As shown in Fig. 10Bi, a combined method was used to fabricate vascular scaffolds [62].
Based on a rotating rod, the inner layer was printed by inkjet
3D printing, and subsequently the outer layer was printed by
electrospinning. Experimental results show that the spiralflow of bloods and wall-shear stress of vascular cells were
improved. Huang et al. [143] prepared triple-Layer vascular
scaffolds by integrated technology of EHD 3D printing and
electrospinning. First, an aligned inner layer was fabricated
by electrospinning. Second, a corresponding compact middle
layer was prepared by EHD 3D printing. Then, the exterior
layer consisting of two types of fibers was fabricated by coelectrospining. This method avoids the inadequate porosity
and lowly cell penetration of traditional vascular scaffolds. In
view of the similarities between EHD 3D printing and electrospinning, an interesting integrated device was proposed by
Wu et al. [144] Both electrospinning and EHD 3D printing
were easily achieved by this device (Fig. 10Bii). Integrated
technology of electrospinning and UV-assisted 3D printing is also investigated. Lee et al. [145] fabricated aligned
microfibers by electrospinning of the compositive material
of PCL and gelatin. Subsequently, a polyethylene (glycol)
scaffold embedded with the microfibers was prepared by
UV-assisted 3D printing (Fig. 10C). Vascular tissue formation was improved by using this scaffold. In addition to the
methods discussed above, vascular scaffolds with complex
hollow structures can also be prepared by 3D printing and
electrospinning, through the removal of sacrificial materials
fabricated by 3D printing [146]. Overall, nano-/microfiber
patterns with porous structures are easily fabricated by combining electrospinning and 3D printing. The function of this
integrated technology for preparation of vascular scaffolds
is presumed to be achieved by separate devices or integrated
devices. The integrated devices may be a direction due to
their hopeful possibility of high-speed manufacturing, sterile
environments, and mass production. This integrated technology is expected to be further reported in multi-step additive
manufacturing or processes of combination of additive manufacturing and subtractive manufacturing.
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Fig. 10 Preparation of vascular scaffolds by the integrated technology
of electrospinning and 3D printing: A Preparation of surface structures
by the integrated technology of electrospinning and extrusion-based 3D
printing to fabricate assembled cell-laden sheets. Reproduced with permission [49]. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. B Integrated technology
of electrospinning and inkjet 3D printing: Bi Preparation of vascular
scaffolds by the integrated technology of electrospinning and inkjet
3D printing. Reproduced with permission [62]. Copyright 2018, Else-

vier. Bii Preparation of vascular scaffolds by the integrated technology
of electrospinning and EHD 3D printing based on a hybrid electrospinning and EHD 3D printing system. Reproduced with permission
[144]. Copyright 2017, Emerald Publishing Limited. C Preparation of
vascular scaffolds by the integrated technology of electrospinning and
stereolithography. Reproduced with permission [145]. Copyright 2017,
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc

Integrated technology of Lego-like construction and 3D
printing

technology are almost the same as in 3D printing, only 3D
structures and assembly of the basic modules are discussed
in focus. Speaking of the fabrication of this type of vascular scaffolds, how to realize the assembly between modules?
Generally, connectors, especially cylindrical connectors, are
involved. There are two types of connectors: separate components [147] or components integrated into the main modules
[148]. Common processes for preparing connectors include
3D printing or the combination of 3D printing and casting. Subbiah et al. [149] designed a miniaturized hollow
microcage as the basic module for assembly. A miniature
basic module with a volume of 3.375 mm3 , a hollow size
of 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 mm and a wall thickness of 230–560 μm,
was constructed by DLP 3D printing. A scaffold was fabri-

Figuratively speaking, Lego-like construction is a Lego-like
modular method of building blocks. Lego-like construction
is based on separated scaffold modules to assemble into complex vascular scaffolds. With the increasing demand, a single
vascular scaffold may no longer meet the requirements. Multiple functional modules such as flow channel, cell culture,
and regulations can be provided by multi-module scaffolds.
Each module can be prepared by traditional manufacturing
and 3D printing technology. Based on the method of Legolike construction, detachable integral vascular scaffolds can
be fabricated. Since the materials involved in the integrated
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cated based on the assembly between the same basic modules.
These pore structures in the basic module promote cell invasion and vascularization.
The integrated scaffolds are not only assembled by a same
module, but also different modules. Customized vascular
scaffolds are created through a diverse combination of different modules. As shown in Fig. 11A, a rapidly reconfigurable
modular device was used as a convenient way to fabricate
vascular scaffolds [50]. First, scaffold modules with different microchannels were prepared by 3D printing technology.
Then surfaces of these scaffold modules were treated with
PDMS at 60 °C for about an hour. Different forms of structures were assembled by using multiple modules. After the
microchannels were filled with a capillary material, an integral vascular scaffold was prepared. Similar to the above
work, Valentin et al. [150] prepared modules by stereolithography, and then the modules were assembled into a scaffold.
The difference was the connector integrated into the basic
modules in this research.
Casting technology as an auxiliary process was also
involved. A conventional method was reported by Qiu’s team
[151] to fabricate organ-on-a-chip (Fig. 11B). The difference between the two methods was that Qiu adopted an
integrated technology of 3D printing and conventional casting to achieve the fabrication of scaffolds with microchannel
structures. In this way, although the preparation of the mold
involved a curing process, more complex modular structures
can be obtained. But simulation of vascular microenvironments is improper by this simple strategy. Microchannels
with electro-transfection function were fabricated by Zhu
et al. to simulate the microenvironments [152]. First, a mold
for basic models was prepared by stereolithography. Second, metal particles were sprayed on the mold. After pouring
PDMS, the basic PDMS modules were obtained by demolding. And then the scaffold was fabricated by assembly. In
some cases, scaffolds with functions of real-time observation
and regulation need to be created. The integrated technology
plays an important role in the creation of scaffolds with functional modules. Optical modules were involved by Lee et al.
[153] using stereography. A scaffold was fabricated by the
assembly between the optical blocks and the fluid blocks.
The method of monitoring cell growth and tissue formation
was achieved.
It is quite difficult to directly prepare vascular scaffolds
matching multiple types of blood vessels. The assembly of a
variety of blocks provides a solution to this problem [148].
In general, the prepared scaffold modules are flexible and
detachable. Each module can be used as a component for
vascular scaffolds with different functions. Surface of different modules can be easily coated or plasma-treated before
tests. And residual reagents can be easily cleaned after experiments. Based on the integrated technology, it is envisaged
that multiple types of blood vessels may be prepared. Even
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though Lego-like construction methods are simple and show
versatile functions for vascular scaffolds, the assembly accuracy and sealing issues are still challenging problems. Thus,
it is not suitable for culturing vascular cells with medium
of high hydrostatic pressure, which limits its application in
tissue engineering. To avoid leaks, surface quality of the interface between modules needs to be thoroughly investigated.
Yet surface quality of scaffolds prepared by 3D printing
is limited. Besides, as Lego-like construction of scaffolds
is usually manual, the risk of introducing contamination is
high. Due to the high requirement of assembling accuracy,
a promising method is to integrate other technologies such
as casting, micromilling, and grinding to achieve precise
assembly [154]. Advances in robotics and automation control technology will also bring new hopes for the application
of Lego-like construction to vascular scaffolds.
Pros and cons: vascular scaffolds prepared by integrated
technologies
As shown in Table 2, there are three integrated technologies
discussed above, including casting and 3D printing, electrospinning, and 3D printing, and Lego-like construction and
3D printing. It’s hard to give an exact answer which integrated technology is better, because a certain technology is
more suitable for some specific situation. Taking the integrated technology of casting and 3D printing as an example, it
presents unparalleled advantages in the preparation of porous
structures and mass production of vascular scaffolds. Mass
production is conducive to the fabrications of off-the-shelf
scaffolds and promotes their commercialization. And based
on these strengths of casting technology, its application is
expected to be involved in many integrated technologies.
Compared to traditional casting, although corrosion cast provides a high anatomical match to original blood vessels, the
process is complex. The solution is subject to fluid resistance
during the perfusion process, especially where the vessel is
bifurcated and the diameter is small. Discontinuous vascular
scaffolds are easily formed. In contrast, integrated technology of electrospinning and 3D printing plays a key role in the
preparation of vascular scaffolds with surface morphology
with micro-/nanoscale features such as randomly oriented
fibers. High-strength scaffolds or non-crossing patterns for
regulating cell growth can be achieved by 3D printing. And
an outer layer or inner layer of 3D printed structures can
be prepared by electrospinning. But the integrated technology is not suitable for mass production. This is a stumbling
block to the standardization and commercialization of vascular scaffolds. Compared with the two integrated technologies
discussed, the integrated technology of Lego-like construction and 3D printing points out a solution for fabrication of
vascular scaffolds from another perspective. Fabrication and
assembly of basic blocks by this integrated technology pro-
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Fig. 11 Preparation of vascular scaffolds by the integrated technology
of Lego-like construction and 3D printing: A Preparation of vascular
scaffolds by the integrated technology of Lego-like construction and
3D printing to prepare detachable integral vascular scaffolds with multiple functional modules of flow channel, cell culture, and regulation.

Reproduced with permission [50] Copyright 2018, IOP Publishing. B
Preparation of scaffolds by the integrated technology of Lego-like construction, 3D printing and conventional casting technology to prepare
scaffolds with microchannel structures. Reproduced with permission
[151]. Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society

vide the possibility for the preparation of complex vascular
scaffolds. But some shortcomings of this technology are outstanding in tissue engineering, such as the limited strength
of scaffolds at the connections between blocks. In addition,
for engineering blood vessels, smooth surfaces of scaffolds

are required. So, the interaction interface between blocks is
required to be smoothly transitioned, and bumps and pits are
not allowed.
However, some tissue and function cannot be achieved
by conventional manufacturing methods. Cell regulation is
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Print materials

40% wt. polyethylene glycol +
60% wt. polyethylene
(glycol) diacrylate
3% w/v sodium alginate; fused
maltitol

Biomaterial inks
(polycaprolactone)

Biomaterial inks (gelatin for
extrusion + E-Shell 300 clear
resin for SLA)

Biomaterial inks (Polylactic
acid) and bioinks excluding
cells (alginate + gelatin)

Biomaterial inks (polyvinyl
alcohol + collagen)

Biomaterial inks
(hydroxyapatite)

Biomaterial inks
(polycaprolactone)

Biomaterial inks
(polycaprolactone)

Biomaterial inks (polyethylene
glycol + polyethylene
(glycol) diacrylate)

Bioinks excluding cells
(alginate hydrogel for
extrusion); biomaterial inks
(maltitol for FDM)

Biomaterial inks (GelMA +
ceramic)

Biomaterial inks (a clear resin
consists of triethylene glycol
diacrylate and isobornyl
methacrylate)

Biomaterial inks (poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate +
poly(acrylic acid))

Casting and inkjet

Casting and extrusion and
stereolithography (SLA)

Electrospinning and extrusion

Electrospinning and extrusion

Electrospinning and inkjet

Electrospinning and inkjet

Electrospinning and inkjet

Electrospinning and
stereolithography (SLA)

Lego-like construction and
extrusion and FDM and
casting

Lego-like construction and
stereolithography (DLP)

Lego-like construction and
stereolithography (DLP) and
casting

Lego-like construction and
stereolithography (SLA)

10% w/v poly(ethylene glycol)
diacrylate + 5% w/v
poly(acrylic acid)

A resin with a component
concentration described in
the product information

7-9% w/v GelMA + ceramic
with high density (97%)

15% wt. polycaprolactone

6% w/v polycaprolactone

6% wt. hydroxyapatite

20% wt. polyvinyl alcohol +
4% wt. collagen

Polylactic acid with the
diameter of 1.75 mm; 2% w/v
alginate (w/v) + 6% w/v
gelatin

15% w/w gelatin + E-Shell 300
clear resin with a certain
concentration

Polycaprolactone with the
molecular weight of
80,000 g/mol

Polycaprolactone particle with
the molecular weight of
80,000 g/mol

Biomaterial inks
(polycaprolactone particle)

Casting and inkjet and FDM

0.7% w/v carbopol

Component concentration

Biomaterial inks (carbopol gel)

Biomaterial inks or bioinks
excluding cells

Casting and extrusion

Integrated technologies

Compositive material

Compositive material

Compositive material

Natural material (sodium
alginate); synthetic material
(maltitol)

Synthetic material

Synthetic material

Synthetic material

Synthetic material

Compositive material

Synthetic material (Polylactic
acid); compositive material
(alginate + gelatin)

Natural material (gelatin);
synthetic material (E-Shell
300 clear resin)

Synthetic material

Synthetic material

Synthetic material

Classification of print materials

N/A

Gold and PDMS

N/A

20 nm thick gold + PDMS with
a 10:1 ratio of base to curing
agent

N/A

PDMS prepared by mixing the
base and curing agents at
10:1 (w/w) ratio

PDMS

N/A

15% w/v polycaprolactone +
20% w/v gelatin

25% wt. polycaprolactone

6% w/v polycaprolactone +
10% w/v polyethylene glycol

17% w/v polycaprolactone

2% wt. alginate and 3% wt.
polyethylene oxide

Polycaprolactone with the
molecular weight of
80,000 g/mol

Extracellular matrix with a
certain composition and
concentration

10% w/v GelMA

10% w/v GelMA + gelatin of a
certain concentration

PDMS mixed with its curing
agent at a 10:1 ratio

Component concentration

Polycaprolactone + gelatin

Polycaprolactone

Polycaprolactone +
polyethylene glycol

Polycaprolactone

Alginate + polyethylene oxide

Polycaprolactone

Extracellular matrix

GelMA

GelMA + gelatin

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

Materials

Materials involved in processes excluding 3D printing

[150]

[152]

[149]

[151]

[145]

[62]

[143]

[144]

[142]

[49]

[137]

[99]

[136]

[48]
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a promising method to overcome the problem. For example, to prepare tiny blood vessels, the design of vascular
scaffolds considering cell regulation was reported by Kim
et al. [55] First two microchannels were flanked by a central
channel and separated by microposts. And two cell culture
chambers were placed on the left and right outermost sides,
which allowed different cell distributions. Next, after the chip
was prepared, the central microfluidic channel and outermost
culture chambers were coated with different inks to induce
vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. That is, large blood vessels were guided to form by vascular scaffolds, and small
blood vessels were directed to form by the regulation modules embedded in corresponding scaffolds. Unconventional
methods like this need to be considered and valued.
After fabrication, it is necessary to ensure the feasibility
of these scaffolds in single cultures versus co–co-culturebased techniques. The requirements of different 3D printed
scaffolds for culture conditions are similar. Take these widely
used extrusion-based 3D printed scaffolds as examples, there
are some aspects that need to be characterized: (i) evaluate
the error of the printed scaffolds comparing to the data models by imaging technology [155]; (ii) ensure accurate spatial
distribution of cells on the scaffolds after extrusion-based 3D
printing [54]; (iii) ensure the matching between the internal
and surface structure of the scaffold and the type of cells to
be seeded [156]; (iv) evaluate oxygen and nutrient content
of scaffolds with channels by biological experiments [2]; (v)
ensure cell survive after the printing and evaluate cytocompatibility of the scaffolds [157, 158]. Subsequently, these 3D
printed blood vessels are cultured in vitro in single cultures
or co-culture. To enable long-term cultures, some approaches
are listed: (i) add some components including corresponding cell growth factors, fibronectin, heparin, thrombin, and
so on [159–161]; (ii) maintain suitable pH and improve the
quality of serum in culture medium [51, 52]; (iii) exploit
the paracrine of other cells such as osteoblasts and sarcomaderived cells [162, 163].

Transformation of vascular scaﬀolds
to clinical productivity
Estimation of scaffold properties by different
integrated technologies
Vascular scaffolds not only serve as carriers for cells, but
also support the formation of blood vessel tissues. Different vascular tissues match the corresponding prepared
scaffolds. The properties of vascular scaffolds include the
connectivity, 3D configuration, biophysical properties, and
biochemical properties [36], as shown in Fig. 12. These properties are usually evaluated through experiments. May the
redundant evolutions be simplified? Seemingly estimation of
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the properties of scaffolds prepared by different 3D printingbased integrated technologies is an interesting and necessary
approach. The estimation may benefit transformation of artificial vessels to clinical productivity.
Spatial and temporal resolution for cell growth and tissue
formation are provided by 3D configurations of vascular scaffolds. There is a difference in configuration between scaffold
models and the prepared scaffolds, such as the size of aperture and the wall thickness [25]. To estimate configuration of
the prepared scaffolds, process errors should be considered
in procedures such as extrusion-based 3D printing of corners
of models, path planning in EHD 3D printing, UV-assisted
3D printing of supports for easily deformable structures. In
electrospinning, fiber diameters can be predicted by the process parameters. And high demolding accuracy of casting
and assembly accuracy of Lego-like construction reduce the
geometric error of the configurations, laying the foundation
for the precise estimates. Moreover, biomaterials such as
hydrogels are commonly used in 3D printing. The swelling
characteristic [164] of these materials is also an indispensable
factor that needs to be considered when evaluating scaffold
configurations.
Besides, estimation of connectivity of scaffolds is also
necessary. The connectivity of scaffolds is conducive to
cell–cell interactions [8]. Although the connectivity is presented by models of vascular scaffolds, both processes of the
preparation by integrated technologies and the auxiliary processes affect the connectivity. There are two common aspects
needed to be considered when estimating connectivity of
these scaffolds. One is to ensure sacrificial material removal.
Although sacrificial materials or composite materials involving sacrificial materials can be prepared by 3D printing
and removed by methods such as dissolution [23], incomplete removal of sacrificial material is commonly formed in
complex structures. The other is to avoid collapse because
of insufficient strength of scaffolds. For instance, fibers or
Lego-like blocks are sometimes involved in fabrication of
scaffolds. Fibers prepared by electrospinning and Lego-like
blocks fabricated by assembly may easily deform and collapse following the exertion of external forces.
Estimation of biophysical properties of scaffolds is essential. Vascular cells are subjected to hydrodynamic and static
pressures of blood [36]. Hydrodynamic pressures include
shear, hydrostatic pressure, and cyclic stress [165]. Requirements of vascular scaffolds to match the biophysical microenvironments of vascular cells mainly include three points:
certain surface topologies, mechanical strength and stiffness. Topological structures of a scaffold surface can be
controlled by technologies such as 3D printing technology,
integrated technology of casting and 3D printing, integrated
technology of electrospinning and 3D printing. And there
exists similarity in estimation methods between topologies
and the configurations of scaffolds mentioned previously. In
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Fig. 12 Estimation of vascular
scaffold properties by different
integrated technologies and their
effects on vascular cell growth
and tissue vascularization

addition, simulation software is useful tools to estimate the
strength and bearing capacity of scaffolds under biomechanical conditions of cells (e.g. shear force, hydrostatic pressure,
cyclic stress). Also, both strength and stiffness of scaffolds
can be speculated by proper concentration of material composition, UV irradiation and crosslinking time of inkjet 3D
printing and UV-assisted 3D printing.
Biochemical properties of scaffolds also regulate the vascularization of cells. Cell-friendly, implantable, and degradable properties of vascular scaffolds are the prerequisites
for implantation [19–21]. Biochemical properties are determined by materials used in integrated technologies. Some
of these properties need to be estimated, such as biocompatibility, degradation characteristics, and hydrophilicity.
Estimation of biocompatibility can be based on guidelines
provided by regulatory authorities. Moreover, the spatial
and temporal scaffold structures are controlled by degradation properties of scaffolds [13]. A general method [19] to
estimate its degradation rates in vivo is to evaluate the properties in vitro based on simulation of cell microenvironments.
Besides, the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of scaffolds
are determined by the surface materials. Hydrophilic surfaces
are not conducive to protein adsorption, leading to poor cell
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adhesion and tissue vascularization. In some cases, original
materials of vascular scaffolds are not hydrophilic. Scaffolds
may need to be coated with auxiliary hydrophilic materials
by 3D printing, casting, or electrospinning technology.

Clinical translation of vascular scaffolds
Tissue engineering provides effective ways for tissue regeneration and organ replacement. Among the causes of human
death in patients, vascular diseases are widely involved. Specially, Varga et al. [166] found that the global public health
disease COVID-19 was not only a respiratory disease, but
also a widespread vascular disease. This importance and
urgency require transformation of artificial vessels to clinical
productivity. A common method for fabrication of vascular
grafts is scaffold-based tissue engineering. After preparation
of scaffolds by different integrated technologies, it is essential to be applied to animal experiments and clinical cases.
There are two stages of scaffold-based tissue engineering
before clinical application. One is to verify the properties of
scaffolds to match specific clinical cases. The other is the
culture of scaffolds with cell seeding or loading.
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Verification of scaffold properties includes configuration,
connectivity, and biophysical and biochemical properties.
Methods of micro-CT scan and MRI are usually used to evaluate configurations of the structures [79]. As we known, to
achieve the adhesion and distribution of vascular cells on
scaffolds, perfusion of cells into microchannels is a common
means. Inspired by this strategy, evaluation of connectivity can be performed by perfusion [22]. The microfluidic
channels are filled with cell culture media or color dyes
to test the connectivity of scaffolds for tissue vascularization. And the study of vascular mechanical properties is
performed by static and hydrodynamic loading to evaluate
the mechanical properties of vascular scaffolds to maintain structural stability in vivo [165]. Biocompatibility of
vascular scaffolds can be evaluated in vitro and in vivo
via various qualitative or quantitative methods, such as 4succinate dehydrogenase activity (MTT assay), fluorescent
stainings (e.g. live/dead staining), flow cytometry (FCM),
and so on [167–170]. And the specificity of artificial vessels can be evaluated by conducting fluorescent stainings,
ELISA or PCR [171–173]. Specially, the involved live/dead
staining and fluorescent staining can be visualized under a
light/electron or a multiphoton microscope. And the CD31
and VEGF level of blood vessels can be quantified by ELISA
and particular gene expression can be confirmed by PCR.
Furthermore, the inflammatory factors (e.g. tumor necrosis
factor-α (TNF-α), interleukins 1β and 6 (IL-1β and IL6)) after implanting vascular scaffolds can be measured by
ELISA [174]. And the degradability is verified by the weight
reduction of scaffolds after placed in culture mediums after
some days. The hydrophilicity is confirmed by the contact angle of the materials. Through estimation of scaffold
properties of the shape, connectivity, and biophysical and
biochemical properties by different integrated technologies,
and the verification by experiments, customized vascular
scaffolds for cell growth and tissue formation will be ensured.
However, usually scaffolds cannot be used in clinical immediately after preparation. There are required processes of cell
culture for cell propagation and tissue maturation. During
cell culture, microenvironments for cell growth and tissue
formation (e.g. suitable temperature and certain nutritional
conditions) need to be simulated and provided. Scaffolds are
placed in incubators or bioreactors. It is worth noting that sterilization and contamination need to be considered during cell
culture. After culture, the feasibility of clinical application
is confirmed by observing the cell morphology, proliferation
rate, chemical composition, and viability.
So far, animal experiments of vascular scaffolds have been
done by researchers. Jiang et al. [72] prepared 3D printed prevascularized scaffolds using cell-laden dECM bioinks. The
scaffolds are implanted into damaged hearts of mice. Experimental results show that vascularization was promoted,
and myocardial hypertrophy and fibrosis were reduced. In
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addition to mice, rabbits [175] and pigs [176] were also evaluated in vivo. But there are differences between biological
characteristics of these animals and humans. Syedain et al.
[177] fabricated vascular scaffolds using fibrin gel loaded
with fibroblasts. After the formation of blood vessel tissues,
the vascular grafts were decellularized and implanted in a
baboon. After a period of in vivo culture, negative effects
include loss of burst strength, immune response and stenosis
were not observed. Baboons have similar biological characteristics to humans. But experiments on such animals are
limited by ethical issues and high costs. Yet experimental evaluation of scaffolds in primates is necessary before
implantation in humans.
The possibility of clinical application of scaffold-based
grafts is confirmed by animal experiments. But it’s still
preliminary transformation of vascular scaffolds to clinical
productivity. The application of scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering is mainly concentrated in pre-clinical stages.
There is a gap to general clinical application. A goal is to
achieve completely biological off-the-shelf vascular scaffolds. Structures of vascular networks are diverse. And there
are few universal standards for scaffold-based vascular grafts.
Moreover, although implantation of scaffolds can be guided
by surgical guide, positioning of scaffolds is still determined with the help of doctor’s experience. Anatomical fit
between scaffolds and human tissues at the implantation
site is hard to be guaranteed. The development of precision
medicine, robotics, and computer vision technology bring
hopes to clinicians. Scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering is envisaged to be extensively used in clinical cases to
meet the needs of tissue repair and organ replacement for
individual patients.

Future perspectives and conclusions
Scaffold-based tissue engineering has made great progress.
And 3D printing-based methods contribute to the biofabrication of blood vessels. Nevertheless, there is a bottleneck in
printing functional vessels. Hindrances of modeling, composition design of inks, and preparation processes are involved.
Future development may improve the situation with the aid of
the following four aspects, including machine learning, nearinfrared photopolymerization, 4D printing, and combination
of self-assembly and 3D printing-based methods.
First, the development of machine learning technology
promotes its application in scaffold modeling and composition design of inks. It is difficult to fabricate vascular scaffolds
of some complex tissues such as alveoli [79]. Even if they can
be fabricated, cumbersome modeling and high time cost cannot achieve rapid rehearsal of clinical surgery and meet the
urgent needs of patients. Alternative solutions are presented
by machine learning. One goal of machine learning is to cre-
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ate an optimal model of vascular scaffolds, as discussed in the
previous texts of scaffold modeling. Compared with parametric modeling and reverse engineering, shape of blood vessels
is better fitted by this technique. The other goal is to design
of composition of inks. Recently, through rheological analysis and rapid prototyping experiments, a database between
process parameters and ink composition and mechanical
strength was established by Sun et al. [178] But this process is relatively cumbersome. Sometimes both rheological
analysis and experiments are necessary processes, but unnecessary experimental verification may be omitted by machine
learning. For instance, the shape accuracy and extrudability
of components with different concentrations can be studied
through a few experiments [179]. On the basis, extrudability and shape accuracy may be predicted by establishing
a functional relationship between component concentration
and these parameters. After that, design of inks is simplified and oriented. Although there are few research reports
in this filed, machine learning provides a promising way for
fabricating vessels.
3D printing of vascular scaffolds by near-infrared photopolymerization is also an emerging research field. Generally, UV irradiation is not benefit to cell growth. But
most of photosensitive materials are suitable for UV light.
Near-infrared light improves the penetrability and the ranges
of photopolymerization and printability of color structures
[135]. Recently, the conversion of near-infrared light to UV
light has been reported using up-conversion nanoparticles
[106]. In particular, the feasibility of intravital 3D printing
was provided by this method [44]. Up to now, patients are
inevitably traumatized when implanting scaffolds by traditional methods. Based on the injection of print materials
and photopolymerization of near-infrared light, a vascular
scaffold may be directly fabricated in vivo. This intravital
3D printing technology is of landmark significance in tissue repair and organ replacement. But researches on 3D
printing by near-infrared photopolymerization are still in
infancy. There are some aspects for further studies, such as
optimization of process parameters, material development,
and building of devices. In addition to process parameters
similar to UV-assisted 3D printing, the conversion rate of
near-infrared light to UV, irradiation dose, and concentration
of upconversion nanoparticles also need to be investigated.
And commercial near-infrared light-assisted 3D printers are
waiting to be available to promote researches in this field.
Application of 4D printing to prepare vascular scaffolds
is one of the future directions. Compared with 3D printing, a characteristic of 4D printing is deformable structures
under external stimulus (e.g. temperature, pH, light, chemicals) [180]. This technology makes it possible to improve
the accuracy and resolution of scaffolds because 4D printing
may enable not only directly formation of vascular scaffolds through external stimulation, but also may shrink 3D
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printed scaffolds after post-processing [181, 182]. Spontaneous deformation of 4D printing is fascinated by many
researchers [183]. For example, Zhao et al. [184] prepared
vascular scaffolds with endothelial cells coating by a shape
memory polymer. Transformation of the polymer from a planar structure to a 3D scaffold was created under a temperature
field. Gong et al. [185] fabricated vascular scaffolds with a
certain diameter through 3D printing of hydrogels. Then the
diameter of the scaffolds was reduced by complexation reaction, leading to resolution enhancement of the 3D printed
constructs. In 4D printing, material selection and structural
design are the important factors to ensure a formation of scaffolds [186]. So, a feasible method of 4D printing is to print
layered materials by using multi-jet 3D printing or multistep 3D printing processes. This technology is expected to
be deeply applied, especially in fabrication of high-resolution
structures.
Combination of self-assembly and 3D printing-based
methods is a very promising research point, too. Cells
are regulated at molecular and nanometer scale by selfassembly technologies, promoting vascularization and functionalization. And the preparation of vascular scaffolds from
microscale to macroscale can be achieved by 3D printing. Shaped and functionalized vessels can be prepared by
combining self-assembly and 3D printing-based approaches.
Although this is a promising field, it is limited by current 3D
printing processes. Combination of scaffold-free method and
3D printing technology has also been reported. Cell spheroids
were placed and stacked on needles by Kenzan bioprinting
method [187], and scaffold-free structures were fabricated
following cell culture and needle removal. It is feasible to
prepare simple vascular grafts by this method. But there
exist difficulties in preparing complex vascular grafts. SkylarScott et al. [137] fabricated organ-specific tissues embedded
with vascular channels by using cell aggregates as the support
material. Cells with high density and viability were formed
in 3D structures. This technology is similar to suspension 3D
printing. But there exist cons of using cell aggregates or cell
spheroids in the printing processes. Specially, the prepared
blood vessels lack sufficient cell maturation and tissue function. With the additional advances of organ engineering such
as organoids [188], complex vascular grafts may be prepared
using this method.
To sum up, 3D printing has been extensively applied to
the fabrication of vascular scaffolds to form new blood vessel tissues. In this review, the important subject of feasibility
of the 3D printed vasculature scaffolds to form new blood
vessel tissues in vivo is discussed. And modeling and fabrication methods for 3D printing of vascular scaffolds are
presented. Modeling methods include parametric modeling
and reverse engineering. 3D printing of vascular scaffolds
is organized mainly by three points, extrusion-based 3D
printing, inkjet 3D printing, and UV-assisted 3D printing.
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Specially, print materials for vascular scaffolds are elaborated. And superiorities and application fields of different
modeling and fabrication methods are compared and discussed. To achieve high-precision fabrication of vascular
scaffolds, preparation methods including commonly used
integrated technologies are involved. Significance and future
perspectives of scaffold-based vascular tissue engineering
are also discussed. 3D printing of vascular scaffolds has
shown a wide range of potential applications for tissue repair
and organ replacement.
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